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FOREWORD
This engineering evaluation/cost analysis @E/CA) has been prepared in support of a
proposed action to remove radioactively contaminated soils and debris from selected vicinity
properties at the Maywood site in Bergen County, New Jersey. The Maywood site consists of
properties in the boroughs of Maywood and Lodi and the township of Rochelle Park, New
Jersey, that became contaminated with radioactive materials above DOE guidelines as a result
of thorium processing operations by the former Maywood Chemical Works. The U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE) is responsible for cleanup activities at the Maywood site under its
Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program (FUSRAP), as defined in the Federal Facility
Agreement between DOE and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for the site.
Remedial actions at the Maywood site are being conducted in accordance with the
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA), as
amended by the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA). Pursuant to the
Secretarial Policy on the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), June 1994, DOE will rely
on the CERCLA processfor review of actions taken under CFRCLA and will incorporate NFPA
values to ensureenvironmental protection controls and opportunities for public involvement are
incorporated early in the decision making process. DOE is currently conducting a
comprehensive remedial investigation/feasibility study (RVFS) for remedial action at the
Maywood site. The proposed early removal action evaluatedin this EElCA is consistent with
the overall cleanup strategy for the site, and will not limit the choice of reasonablealternatives
or prejudice the ultimate decision for which the RIlFS is being prepared.
Alternatives consideredinclude: (1) no action, where any cleanupactions for the vicinity
properties would await completion of the RI/FS process; and (2) expedited removal of materials
exceeding cleanup criteria. The proposedaction is to remove contaminated soil and debris from
37 non-DOE-controlled properties and transport thesematerials to a permanent disposal facility.
These properties include 31 residential vicinity properties (one of which has been partially
remediated), the unremediated portion of the Ballad property, three parks, a fire station, and a
highway right-of-way. The residual radioactive materials at theseproperties pose no significant
near-term threats to the public or the environment due to the relatively low contaminant
concentrations and incomplete exposure pathways; however, DOE has determined that an
expedited response action to remove these materials (i.e., prior to remediation of the entire
Maywood site) would reduce the potential for releaseof contaminantsfrom these properties into
the environment and minimize the related threats to human health and the environment. The
proposed action would complete cleanup actions for all residential vicinity properties associated
with the Maywood site and facilitate ultimate remediation of the Maywood site by preventing
the inadvertent spread of contaminants from these uncontrolled properties.
This EE/CA has been submitted for public comment in accordancewith the requirements
of 40 CFR 300.415. DOE has carefully reviewed all comments received during the public
comment period, and a summary of comments and responsesis provided as an Appendix to this
document.
V

ACRONYMS

AEA
Al32
ALARA
ANL
ARAR
BNI
BRA
CERCLA
CFR
DCG
DOE
DOT
EEICA
EPA
FFA
FR
FS
FUSRAP
FY
MCW
MISS
NCP
NEPA
NJDEP
NPL
NRC
ORNL
OS-IA
RCRA
RESRAD
RI
RIIFS
ROD
SAIC
SARA
TBC
1le(2)

AND

ABBFUWIATIONS

Atomic Energy Act of 19.54, as amended
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
as low as reasonably achievable
Argonne National Laboratory
applicable or relevant and appropriate requirement
Bechtel National, Inc.
baseline risk assessment
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability
1980, as amended
Code of Federal Regulations
Derived Concentration Guide
U. S. Department of Energy
U. S. Department of Transportation
engineering evaluation/cost analysis
U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
Federal Facilities Agreement
Federal Register
feasibility study
Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program
fiscal year
Maywood Chemical Works
Maywood Interim Storage Site
National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency Plan
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969
New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
National Priorities List
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Occupational Safety and Health Administration
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, as amended
residual radioactivity computer code
remedial investigation
remedial investigation/feasibility study
record of decision
Science Applications International Corporation
Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act
to-be-considered (guidelines)
Section lie(2) of the Atomic Energy Act, defining byproduct material
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UNITS OF MEASURE
ft
ft*
ft3
fir
kg
Pg
PR
z:
w
mi
mR
PC1
yd3

foot (feet)
square foot (feet)
cubic foot (feet)
gr-Ns)
hour(s)
kilogram(s)
microgram(s)
micro-roentgen(s)
square meter(s)
cubic meter(s)
milligram(s)
mile(s)
milli-roentgen(s)
millirem(s)
picoCuries
cubic yard(s)
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1. INTRODUCTION
The U. S. Department of Energy (DOE) ia implementing a cleanup program for
properties in the boroughs of Maywood and Lodi and the township of Rochelle Park, New
Jersey, collectively referred to as the Maywood site. DOE is responsible for conducting cleanup
activities at the Maywood site under its Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program
(FUSRAP). This program, which currently includes 46 sites in 14 states, was established in
1974 by the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission (AEC), a predecessor agency of DOE. The
purpose of FUSRAP is to identify and clean up or otherwise control sites with residual
radioactive contamination above current criteria. Residual contamination at the Maywood site
resulted from thorium processing operations conducted at the former Maywood Chemical Works
(MCW) from 1916 to 1959. Responsibility for the Maywood site was assigned to DOE by
Congress under the Energy and Water Development Act of 1984.
Properties within the Maywood site include the DOE-owned Maywood Interim Storage
Site (MISS), the adjacent Stepan Company property (formerly Maywood Chemical Works), and
other vicinity properties, including numerous residential, commercial, Federal, state, and
municipal properties in Maywood, Rochelle Park, and Loci, New Jersey. These properties are
contaminated with the thorium-232, radium-226, and uranium-238 radioactive decay series as
a result of thorium processing at MCW. Chemical contaminants are also known to be present
on some of the properties.
This engineering evaluation/cost analysis @/CA) report has been prepared to evaluate
interim cleanup measures for the Maywood site. The scope of the proposed action is to remove
contaminated soil and debris from 37 non-DOE-controlled properties and transport these
materials to a permanent disposal facility. These properties include 31 residential vicinity
properties (one of which has been partially remediated), the unremediated portion of the Ballod
property, three parks, a tire station, and a highway right-of-way.
The residual radioactive
materials at these properties pose no significant near-term threats to the public or the
environment due to the relatively low contaminant concentrations and incomplete exposure
pathways. However, DOE has determined that an expedited response action to remove these
materials (i.e., prior to remediation of the entire Maywood site) would reduce the potential for
release of contaminants from these properties into the environment and minimize the related
threats to human health and the environment. DOE previously removed contaminated materials
from 25 residential vicinity properties at the site during 1984 through 1986, and the proposed
action would complete cleanup actions for all residential vicinity properties associated with the
Maywood site. Furthermore, the proposed action also would help to alleviate community
concerns regarding perceived health risks and potential adverse economic impacts associated with
the contamination at these properties.
This proposed action is a component of the comprehensive cleanup program for the
Maywood site. Implementation of comprehensive cleanup measures will follow the completion
of a remedial investigation/feasibility study @I/FS) process. The RVFS process will conclude
wrth the issuance of a record of decision (ROD) that will identify the selected remedy for all
1

contamination present at the Maywood site. The RIlFS process is being conducted according
to therequirements of the ComprehensiveEnvironmental Response,Compensation, and Liability
Act (CERCLA), as amendedby the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA).
In addition, DOE policy requires the incorporation of the values of the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA). Details of the RIlFS process are described in the project work plan
(ANL/BNI 1992). The proposed removal action is consistent with the comprehensive cleanup
strategy for the site. A no-action alternative has also been evaluated, where any cleanup actions
for these vicinity properties would await completion of the RI/FS process.
DOE is the lead agency responsible for cleanup activities at the Maywood site. The
limits of DOE’s responsibilities for the Maywood site are defined under a negotiated Federal
Facility Agreement betweenDOE and the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Region
II which became effective April 22, 1991. DOE is responsible for FUSRAP waste, which is
specifically defined as:
0

All contamination, both radiological and chemical, whether commingled or not,
on MISS;

0

All radiological contamination above DOE criteria related to past thorium
processing at the MCW site occurring on any vicinity properties; and

0

Any chemical contamination on vicinity properties that would satisfy either of the
following requirements:
the chemical contaminants are mixed or commingled with radiological
contamination above DOE criteria; or
the chemical contaminants originated on MISS or were associatedwith the
thorium processing activities at the MCW site which resulted in the
radiological contamination.

Chemical contamination from MCW that is not on MISS (or that is not shown to be
migrating from MISS) and not mixed with FUSRAP waste, is being investigated through a
separateRI/FS by the StepanCompany, owner of the former MCW property. This investigation
is being conducted through an agreement signed by EPA and the Stepan Company in 1987 and
an order signed by EPA in 1991. Although the DOE and Stepan Company RI/FS activities are
being conducted independently, EPA has oversight over both actions; in consultation with DOE
and the Stepan Company, EPA will ensurethat sufficient coordination occurs between the parties
to fully address the problems of the Maywood site.
The proposed removal action is consistent with CERCLA, which requires that interim
actions contribute to the extent practicable to the efficient performance of any anticipated final
remedy. The proposed removal action is consistent with the overall cleanup strategy for the

I
I
I
I
I
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Maywood site, and will not limit the choice of reasonable alternatives or prejudice the ultimate
decision for which the RI/FS is being prepared.
The analysis presented in this EE/CA demonstrates that the proposed action can be
implemented in a manner that protects human health and the environment. Although portions
of several affected vicinity properties are located within the lOO-year floodplain of the Saddle
River (DOE 1992), mitigative measures can be implemented to control risks associated with
flooding; a floodplains assessment is provided in Appendix A. No wetlands would be impacted
by the proposed removal action.
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The proposed removal action would address the goals of FUSRAP by reducmg the
potential for further spread of radioactively contaminated soil at the Maywood site. The threats
posed by contaminants at the Maywood vicinity properties are considered to be of a non-timecritical nature; that is, no immediate or substantial danger to human health or the environment
exists that would necessitate emergency cleanup within six months. However, because
contamination exists at properties not owned or controlled by DOE, site activities initiated by
property owners (e.g., excavation, renovation) or others (e.g., utility maintenance, road
improvements) could result in the further release or spread of contaminants into the environment.
Removal of these contaminated materials from their current uncontrolled locations for permanent
disposal in an appropriately licensed facility would reduce the potential for inadvertent spread
of contamination and minimize potential exposure to these materials.

I
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2. SITE CHARACTERIZATION
2.1 SITE DESCRIPTION

The Maywood site consists of properties in the boroughs of Maywood and Lodi and the
township of Rochelle Park, New Jersey, that were contaminated by operations for processing
thorium, a radioactive element, at the Maywood Chemical Works (MCW). These operations
occurred from the early 1900’s through 1959. The three municipalities are located in a densely
populated area of Bergen County in northeasternNew Jersey, approximately 12 miles northnorthwest of New York City and 13 miles northeast of Newark, New Jersey (Figure 2-l). The
site is listed on the National Priorities List (NPL) as the Maywood Chemical Company.
To help in developing and evaluating remedial action alternatives, the Maywood site has
been divided into several operable units basedon land use and the type of contaminated media
(e.g., contaminated soils, contaminated buildings) of concern. The location of the properties
making up these operable units is shown in Figure 2-2.
The Maywood Interim Storage Site is an 11.7-acreproperty owned by DOE and located

in the borough of Maywood and the ~township of Rochelle Park. The MISS property was
previously part of a 30-acre property owned by the Stepan Company, and it was formerly part
of the Maywood Chemical Works. DOE acquired the property from the Stcpan Company in
1985. The property contains a waste storagepile, two buildings (Building 76 and a pumphouse),
two partially buried structures, temporary office trailers, a reservoir, and two rail spurs. It is
bordered on the west by State Route 17, on the north by a New York, Susquehanna, and
Western Railroad line, and on the south and east by commercial and industrial properties.
Residential properties are located north of the railroad line and within 300 yards to the north of
the MISS property boundary. The waste storage pile at MISS previously occupied
approximately 2 acres and contained about 35,000 yd3of contaminated soils and materials from
previous cleanup actions conducted on vicinity properties at the Maywood site. A separate
removal action is currently underway to remove the contaminated materials from the pile for
permanent disposal at an off-site commercial facility. A building at MISS (Building 76) also
houses waste from previous cleanup actions and site investigations. Former waste retention
ponds also are located at MlSS. The property is enclosed by a chain-link fence and access is
restricted within the fenced area. Figure 2-3 indicates princrpal features of the MISS property.
The Stepan Company, a pharmaceutical manufacturer, is located at 100 West Hunter
Avenue in the borough of Maywood, adjacent to MISS. The property covers 18.2 acres,

approximately two-thirds of which contains buildings; some of these buildings are located in
or near areas where the MCW thorium-processing operations occurred. Burial pits containing
thorium-processing and other wastes are located on the site (see Figure 2-3). The property
(excluding the main oftice and parking area) is enclosed by a chain-link fence and access is
restricted within the fenced area.
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Figure 2-3
Site Map of the Maywood Interim Storage Site and Adjacent Stepan Company Property

Residential vicinity properties in the boroughs of Maywood and Lodi and the township
of Rochelle Park contain radioactive contamination from thorium-processing operations. These
properties were identified by DOE through surveys performed by Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (ORNL). Nine residentral properties in Rochelle Park on Grove Avenue and Park
Way and eight residential properties in Maywood on Davison Avenue and Latham Street were
completely decontaminated by DOE between 1984 and 1986. This decontamination was verified
by ORNL and the properties were approved for use without radiological restriction. Eight
resident@ properties in Lodi have also been decontaminated and have been independently
verified as clean. One additional property in Lodi was partially remediated during previous
removal actions. Of the remainmg 31 contaminated residential properties designated for
potential remediation by DOE, 29 are located in the borough of Lodi (including the one partially
remediated property) and two are located in Maywood. Contamination on these properties
appears to be due to two primary mechanisms: deposition of contaminated sediments along
former stream channels or use of contaminated material as till and mulch.
Commercial/government
vicinity properties include 27 properties located in Maywood,
Rochelle Park, and Lodi. Twenty commercial vicinity properties are part of the Maywood site.
State and federally owned properties include areas in the right-of-way for Interstate 80, a State
Route 17 embankment, and the New Jersey Vehicle Inspection Station. Four contaminated
municipal properties in Lodi (three parks and a tire station), residential streets suspected to have
contaminated soils below the surface, and contaminated sediments from Lodi Brook are also
included in this operable unit. Three of these properties (Ballod, Sears and State Route 17) were
once part of the former MCW property and were used, at least in part, for waste disposal. A
portion of one property (Ballad) was remediated during a previous removal action. Most of the
other properties were contaminated through the same processes as the residential properties, by
movement of contaminated sediments along former stream channels or use of contaminated
material as till and mulch.
Contaminated
buildings and structures are located on the Stepan property.
Radiologically contaminated buildings include Buildings 4, 10, 13, 15, 20, 67, 78, and the
guardhouse (see Figure 2-3). The radiological contamination is generally localii
in discrete
areas within buildings, and is fixed in place on building floors and surfaces and not easily
removed by casual contact. The contaminated buildings are all old buildings that existed during
the time that MCW was processing thorium. No buildings on vicinity properties were found to
be contaminated, other than one residence in Lodi that contained contaminated building materials
from MCW. The contaminated portion of this residential building has been removed and
reconstructed.
Eighty-five properties, including the Stepan Company property and MISS, have (or had)
residual radioactive contamination resulting from MCW thorium-processing activities, and are
included as part of the Maywood site. These properties include 56 residential properties (25 of
which have been previously remediated), properties owned by the state or Federal government,
municipal properties, and commercial properties (one of which has been partially remediated).
Of the 60 properties remaining to be remediated, 37 properties are addressed in this EE/CA.
8
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Most of these properties, which are listed in Table 2-1, have been identified for this removal
action based on their current land use as residential properties and municipal parks. One
commercial property (Ballad) has been included because of high radiological concentrations.
The I-80 right-of-way has been included to reduce the potential for recontamination of
remediated vicinity properties.
Several of these vicinity properties are thought to have received radioactive materials
through deposition of contaminated sediments along former stream channels of Lodi Brook.
However, the brook now flows through an underground culvert across the site, and
environmental monitoring data indicate no current migration of site contaminants through this
pathway.
2.2 SITE BACKGROUND
The Maywood Chemical Works was constructed in 1895. In 1916, the plant began
extracting thorium and rare earths from monazite sands for use in manufacturing industrial
products such as mantles for gas lanterns. The plant also produced a variety of other materials,
including lithium compounds, detergents, alkaloids, and oils. The plant stopped accepting
monazite sands for extraction of thorium in 1956, but it processed stockpiled materials until
1959. Based on available historical information and knowledge of the chemical processes
involved, the chemicals identified as having been used in the thorium extraction process include
sulfuric acid, nitric acid, ammonium hydroxide, and ammonium oxalate. Oxalic acid was also
used at the site in the production of higher-grade thorium.
In the extraction process, waste in a slurry form was produced. Until 1932, the slurry
was pumped to two earthen-diked areas west of the plant. At that time, the disposal areas were
affected by the construction of State Route 17, which separated the diked areas from the plant
and partially buried them. Waste retention ponds also were located throughout the area of MCW
that is now MISS.
Some of the process wastes were removed and used as mulch and fill on nearby
properties, thereby contaminating those properties with radioactive materials. Although the ffi
consisted primarily of tea and coca leaves from other MCW processes, these materials were
apparently contaminated with the thorium-processing wastes. Other wastes moved off-site from
the property through natural drainage of the former Lodi Brook. Most of the open stream
channel in Lodi has been replaced by an enclosed storm drain system.
MCW received a radioactive materials license from the AEC in 1954. The property was
sold to the Stepan Company in 1959, which received a license from the AEC in 1961. Although
the Stepan Company never processed radioactive materials, the company agreed to carry out
certain remedial measures in the former disposal area on the west side of State Route 17 (now
known as the Ballod property). Stepan began to clean up the thorium processing wastes in 1963.
From 1966 through 1968, Stepan removed residues and tailings from the Ballod property and
reburied them on the Stepan property in three burial pits. After these actions were completed,
9

Table 2-1. Properties to be Addressed in the Proposed Removal Action
Property, LocatIon

Current Land Use

Ballad property, Rochelle Park ’
I-80 Right-of-way
Ladi (Jet Age) Municipal Park, Lodi
Fireman’s Memonal Park, Lodl
John F. Kennedy Mumapal Park, Lodi
Fire St&on No. 2, Lodi
60 Trudy Drive, Lndl
62 Trudy Drive, Lcdi
4 Hancock Street, L&I
5 Hancock Street, Lodl
6 Hancock Street, Lodi
7 Hancock Street, Lcdt
8 Hancock Street, Lcdi
10 Hancock Street, Lodt
2 Branca Court, Lndt
4 Branca Court, Lodt
6 Branca Court, Lab
7 Branca Court, Mi
11 Branca Court, Lodi
14 Long Valley Road, L.ah
16 Long Valley Road, Lodt
18 Long Valley Road, Lodt
20 Long Valley Road, Jadt
22 Long Valley Road, Loci
24 Long Valley Road, Lndi
26 Long Valley Road, Lodi
11 Redstone Inane, Iadi
17 Redstone Lane, Lo&
106 Columbm Lane, Lab
99 Ganbaldl Avenue, Lodt
90 Avenue C, La%’
LO8 Avenue E, Lcdi
112 Avenue E, Lab
113 Avenue E, Lodt
79 Avenue B, Loci
136 West Central Avenue, Maywood
LOCIBrookdale SE, Maywood d

commercial b
Hnghway ROW ’
Municipal
Mwuclpal
Muuclpal
Mumapal
Residential
Restdentlal
Readential
Resldentml
Residential
Residential
Rexlential
Reader&l
Restdenttal
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residenttal
Residential
Restdential
Residential
Restdential
Residentnl
Residential
Residentml
Restdenttal
Residentnd
Rwdential
Residential
Resldentml
Resldentlal
Residential
Residential
Reader&al
R&d&ml
Residential

*I
b

sally remedlated.
uded m proposed removal action due to potentml for near-term development and
relattvely hlgh contaminant concentrattons.
5 Included in proposed removal action due to potentml for contammants at this property
to re-contaminate adjacent victmty propetttes included m the proposed action.
d Thm property was formally desrgnated as part of the Maywood site after the rem&al
mvstigation was complete. Two addtttonal properties (9 Hancock Street and 19
Redstone Lane) that were ongmally characterized in the remedml investigatmn do not
require removal action.

10
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AEC certified that the portion of the property west of State Route 17 could be used without
radiological restrictions.
Additional radioactive contamination, however, was discovered in the northeast comer
of the Ballod property in 1980. The discovery was made after a private citizen reported
radioactive contamination near State Route 17 to the New Jersey Department of Environmental
Protection (NJDEP). A survey of the area (State Route 17, Ballod property, and Stepan
property) conducted by NJDEP identified the contaminants as thorium-232 and radium-226. The
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) was notified of the results and conducted additional
surveys from November 1980 to January 1981. These surveys confirmed that there were high
concentrations of thorium-232 in soil samples collected from both the Stepan and Ballod
properties. NRC, therefore, requested a thorough survey of the area.
In January 1981, the EG&G Energy Measurements Group conducted an aerial
radiological survey of the Stepan property and surrounding properties. The survey, which
covered a 3.9-mile2 area, indicated contamination not only on the Stepan and Ballod properties
but also in areas to the north and south of the Ballod property. During February 1981, Oak
Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) performed a separate radiological ground survey of the
Ballod property. Those results eventually led to designation of the property for remedial action
under FUSRAP. In June 1981, another radiological survey of the Stepan and Ballod properties
commrsnoned by the Stepan Company produced similar findings.
Through a provision of the Energy and Water Development Appropriations Act of 1984,
Congress authorized DOE to conduct a decontamination research and development project at the
Maywood site. The site was assigned to FUSRAP, and DOE negotiated access to a 11.7-acre
portion of the Stepan property for use as an interim storage facility for contaminated materials
that were to be removed from vicinity properties. This area is now known as MISS. In
September 1985, ownership of MISS was transferred to DOE.
In late 1983, DOE began a program of surveys of properties in the vicinity of the former
MCW plant. From 1984 to 1986, DOE completed removal actions at 25 residential properties,
and partially remediated one commercial property @Rod). The waste from these removal
actions was placed in storage at MISS. Removal actions at the vicinity properties were halted
in 1986 in response to community concerns about additional wastes being brought to MISS.
In July 1991, DOE conducted a time-critical removal action to decontaminate one
additional residential property in Lodi. This action was taken in response to radiological surveys
which identified gamma exposure rates above DOE guidelines inside a portion of the building.
The original owner of the residence was an employee of MCW, who apparently used discarded
building and till materials from MCW in the construction of an addition to the house.
Contaminated soil and building materials generated during this removal action were packaged
in appropriate containers and placed in Building 76 at MISS for storage.
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A separate removal action is currently underway to dispose of 35,000 yd3 of contaminated
soil and debris from the waste storage pile at MISS. These mater& were generated from the
previous removal actions at 25 vicinity properties between 1984 and 1986. The pile covers an
area of approximately 2 acres with an average height of 18 ft. The pile was constructed with
an impermeable liner and cover, and a leachate collection system. DOE has maintained a
comprehensive environmental monitoring program for air, surface water, sediment, and
groundwater at MISS since 1984. The removal action was initiated in October 1994, and is
expected to be completed by the end of 1997, assuming necessary funding is available. Waste
materials removed from the interim storage pile are being shipped to the Envirocare disposal
facility near Clive, Utah.
The Maywood site was placed on the National Priorities List (NPL) by EPA on
September 8, 1983. All remedial actions at the site conducted by DOE are being coordinated
with EPA Region II under CERCLA. In addition, it is DOE policy to integrate the requirements
of CERCLA with the values of NEPA for remedial action at sites for which it has responsibility.
The RIlFS conducted under CERCLA is the primary process for ensuring that DOE remedial
acttons for the site meet environmental regulations. Under the integrated CERCLAlNEPA
policy, the CERCLA process is supplemented, as appropriate, to include NEPA values.
During the previous removal actions at the site, the public and local authorities were kept
fully informed about the work being planned and conducted by DOE. This was accomplished
through coordination with private property owners and local officials regarding logistics of the
removal actions, as well as through local media coverage and by issuing public notifications
(i.e., press releases). Formal access agreements were obtained with each affected property
owner and the borough or township officials before the removal actions were conducted. Any
future response activities at the site also will be coordinated with the public and state and local
officials according to the community relations plan for the site (BNI 1992).
2.3 ENVIRO NMENTAL

SETTING

Land Use and Demography. Land use in the vicinity of the Maywood site is a mixture
of commercial, light industrial, and residential uses. MISS is zoned for light industrial use.
Lands adjacent to MISS are zoned for limited commercial, light industrial, or single-family
restdential use. Several businesses are located south of MISS. An area north of MISS is used
primarily for single-family homes. Along the MaywoodlRochelle Park boundary, north of
MISS, is an area zoned for light industrial use. The area east of MISS is predominantly
residential. West of MISS is a mixture of commercial, predominantly residential, and light
industrial uses. Interstate 80 and State Route 17 separate the commercial properties south of
Stepan and MISS from the contaminated residential areas of Lodi. Several municipal parks are
within the contaminated residential regions in Lodi. According to the 1990 Census, the
population of Maywood was 9,473, Lodi was 22,335, and Rochelle Park was 5,587. The
population density in this area is approximately 10,000 people/mile*.
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Topography, Dramage, and SurJzce Water. The Maywood site is located in the glaciated
section of the Piedmont Plateau of north-central New Jersey. The terrain is generally level, with
minor highs and lows createdby occasional shallow ditches and low mounds. Elevations range
from 51 to 67 ft above mean sea level.

The Maywood site lies within the Saddle River drainage basin. MISS is located
approximately 0.5 mile east of the Saddle River, which is a tributary of the Passaic River, and
approximately 1 mile west of the drainage divide of the Hackensack River basin. Rainwater
runoff from most of MISS empties into the Saddle River through Westerly Brook, which flows
under the property, under StateRoute 17 through a concrete culvert, and eventually empties into
the Saddle River. Neither the Saddle River nor Westerly Brook is used as a source of potable
water.
Another perennial stream on the Maywood site, Lodi Brook, begins as two brancheson
the Sears property. Most of the original stream channel has beenreplaced by an enclosedstorm
drain system. The former channel matches the distribution of contaminated materials in the
borough of Lodi. The western branch of Lodi Brook has been covered by the Searswarehouse
and its parking lot. The eastern-mostbranch drains the surface area outside the Searsfence and
then flows underground for most of its route to the Saddle River. Some surface runoff from
MISS may flow parallel to State Route 17 and drain into Lodi Brook. Recent surface water flow
studies at MISS, however, have observedno measurablesurface runoff from the MISS property.
Lodi Brook empties into the SaddleRiver downstream of Westerly Brook’s confluence with the
Saddle River. Some of the vicinity properties at the south end of Lodi Brook are located within
the IOO-year floodplain of the Saddle River (See Appendix A).
Bedrock underlying the Maywood site consists of igneous-derived
sedimentary rock of lower Jurassic and upper Triassic age identified as the Passaic Formation.
The Passaic Formation has alternating beds of reddish-brown sandstone,mudstone, and shale,
It ranges from 5900 to 8000 ft in thickness. Unconsolidated materials of glacial origin
(boulders, gravel, silt, and clay) are layered over the bedrock at the site and in many parts of
the region. The composition and characteristics of thesedepositsvary within the area, including
unstratified depositsof unsortedrock fragments ranging from clay-sized particles to boulders laid
down directly by glaciers and stratified deposits of bedded, well-sorted materials deposited by
glacial meltwater into streams and lakes. Extensive agricultural and urban development has
disturbed or destroyed much of the original deciduous soil horizon. Most of the current soil
cover in the area may be classified as urban till.
Geology/Soils.

HydrogeoZogy/Groundwarer.
Groundwater in the Maywood area occurs in both the
Passaic Formation and the unconsolidated glacial deposits. The Passaic Formation is a
productive aquifer with sufticient capacity for public and industrial use. However, there is no
known use of this groundwater for drinking water or domestic usesin the area of the Maywood
site. Groundwater flows through weathered rock and secondaryfracture openingsin the Passaic
Formation, forming a system of tabular aquifers and aquicludes. The water is moderately
mmeralized and ranges from moderately hard to very hard. The unconsolidatedglacial deposits
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provide a more variable source of groundwater, with highly variable water quality.
from soft to hard but is generally not mineralized.

It ranges

Depth-to-groundwater is shallow and ranges from approximately 3 to 15 ft below ground
surface. Water levels fluctuate in response to short- and long-term seasonal patterns of
precipitation and evapotranspiration. Levels are generally lowest in May through September,
with rising water levels beginning in late November through December. Groundwater recharge
occurs primarily through percolation from precipitation. At the MISS and Ballod properties,
groundwater flow is toward the west in both the bedrock and overburden aquifers. Average
hydraulic gradients vary depending on the season and recent precipitation.
Gradients are
generally steeper on the MISS property, and decrease rapidly on the Ballod property.
Ecology. The Maywood site is located within the glaciated portion of the Appalachian
Oak Forest Section of the Eastern Deciduous Forest Province. However, urban development
has destroyed much of the forest habitat in the area. Tlus has resulted in natural landscapes
dominated by grasses and forbs, with scattered shrubs and trees. The landscaped commercial
and residential properties contain plant species common to landscaped yards, such as grasses,
shrubs and trees. No threatened or endangered species have been identified at the Maywood
site. L.ocal habitat limits animal life to commonly occurring species adapted to suburban and
urban environments.
Aquatic habitats are limited to drainageways, small temporary ponds, Westerly and Lodi
Brooks, and the Saddle River. Hydrophytic vegetation is apparent along the upper portions of
Lodi Brook on the Sears property. A wetlands delineation, performed as part of the RI/FS that
the Stepan Company is conducting, identified wetlands covering approximately 4.1 acres in this
area. However, no wetlands are present on the properties considered for the proposed removal
action.
Climate and Meteorology.
The regional climate is humid, with a normal annual
precipitation of about 42 inches and about 120 days of precipitation per year. The area receives
approximately 30 inches of snow per year. Average monthly temperatures range from 0.4”C
(31.3” F) in January to 24.9”C (76.8”F) in July. The prevailing winds are from fhe northwest
during October to April and from the southwest during the remainder of the year.
Archeological and Historical Sites. None of the buildings at the Maywood site are
currently listed in the National Register of Historic Places. A Stage IA survey of the Maywood
site has been completed and filed with the New Jersey Historic Preservation Office to confirm
that no archeological, cultural, or historic resources would be seriously affected by site activities.
2.4 ANALYTICAL

DATA

Detailed descriptions of the site characterization activities and results for the overall
Maywood site are presented in the RI report (DOE 1992). Only information pertinent to the
vicinity properties considered in this EE/CA is summarized in this section.
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Radioactive

Contaminants

Radioactive contamination on the residential vicinity properties is present in both surface
and subsurface soils. Radionuclide concentrations in surface soils range from <OS to 111.6
pCl/g for thorium-232, from 0.4 to 11.8 pCi/g for radium-226, and from <2 to 37 pCi/g for
uranium-238. Contaminated surface soils are primarily covered by grass lawns or asphalt
driveways and parking areas. Radionuclide concentrationsin subsurfacesoils range from <0.2
to 115pCi/g for thorium-232, from < 0.2 to 10.8 pCi/g for radium-226, and from <0.2 to 37.4
pCi/g for uranium-238. Depths of subsurfacecontamination range from 15 cm (6 in.) to 3 m
(9 ft); there is no indication that contamination has migrated below undisturbed soil. It should
be noted that uranium-238 concentrationswere not measured on all residential properties that
were measured for thorium-232.
On the Ballad property, surface soil levels range from 0.08 to 2490 pCi/g for thorium232, from 0.08 to 50 pCi/g for radium-226, and from 0.49 to 250 pCi/g for uranium-238.
Subsurfaceconcentrationsrange up to 2500 pCi/g for thorium-232, up to 240 pCi/g for radium226, and from 0.85 to 300 pa/g for uranium-238.
Supplemental sampling was conducted in March 1995 to better delineate the expected
boundaries of contaminated soils at the vicinity properties consideredin this EE/CA. The results
of this investigation (BNI 1995) indicate that the boundaries of contaminated soils at several
properties are smaller than previously suspected. Measured radionuclide concentrationsranged
from 0.5 to 27.4 pCi/g for thorium-232,0.4 to 2.7 pCi/g for radium-226, and 0.3 to 11.6 pCi/g
for uranium-238.
These concentrationscanbe compared to DOE criteria for theseradionuclides. DOE has
established generic criteria (DOE 1990) for allowable radionuclide concentrations in soil for
radium (radium-226, radium-228) and thorium (thorium-232, thorium-230). These criteria limit
concentrations of these radionuclides in soil to 5 pCi/g above background concentrations
averaged over the first 6-inch layer of soil below the ground surface, and 15 pCi/g above
background averagedover any 6-inch layer below the surface layer, averagedover any area of
109 ma. For the properties considered under the proposed removal action, DOE and EPA have
establisheda more restrictive site-specific cleanup criterion of 5 pCi/g above background at all
depths for radium-226 and thorium-232 combined,
For radionuclides other than radium and thorium, DOE requires-that soil concentration
limits must be derived on a site-specific basis, such that the potential radiation dose to any
member of the public would not exceed 100 mrem/year above background, and would be
reduced as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA) below this dose limit. A site-specific soil
concentration limit for total uranium of 100 pCi/g above background has been derived for the
Maywood site (DOE 1994). However, since uranium contamination at the Maywood properties
tends to be co-located with thorium and at similar or lower concentrations, it is anticipated that
remediation of thorium and radium to the site-specific criteria will also result in remediation of
uranium contamination to levels well below 100 pCi/g.
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I
Chemical Contaminants
I
Chemmal investigation at thesevicinity propertieswas focused on whether excavated soils
would be classified as RCRAregulated hazardous waste and whether chemical constituents
I
associated with thorium processing operations were present. The results indicate that the soil
does not exhibit characteristics of a RCRA-regulated waste. Also, no PCBs or pesticides were
detected.
I
Six metals were identified as constituents of FUSRAP waste in soils on residential
vicinity properties. These metals were arsenic, barium, chromium, lead, selenium, and zinc.
I
Rare earth elements identified in soils at these properties were cerium, lanthanum, and
neodymium. These were the same rare earth elements commonly detected at the MISS and
I
Stepan properties; however, they were found at much lower concentrations on the residential
vicinity properties. In general, metals and rare earth elements were found most frequently in
areas of radioactive contamination and generally in areasnear the location of the original stream
I
channel of Lodi Brook. Their occurrence is most likely attributable to the deposition of thorium
process residues.
I
2.5 SITE CONDITIONS THAT JUSTIFY A REMOVAL ACTION
The threats posed by radioactive contamination at the Maywood vicinity properties are
I
of a non-time-&t&
nature; that is, no immediate risk to human health or tbe environment
currently exists at these properties that would require emergency cleanup within six months.
However, the conditions do meet criteria listed in Section 30&415(b)(2) of the National Oil and
I
Hazardous SubstancesPollution Contingency Plan (NCP) for conducting removal actions. The
proposed removal action meets the requirement of CERCLA Section 104 in providing an
efficient long-term responseto the release or threatened releaseof site contaminants.
I
While the contamination present on these properties does not representa near-term health
threat, the presenceof radioactive contamination at properties not owned or controlled by DOE
I
could result in the inadvertent spread of contamination. For example, excavation and
construction activities or utility construction and maintenance activities in contaminated areas
could result in the disturbance and spread of contamination. The early removal of the
I
contaminated materials from these vicinity properties would help to prevent the inadvertent
spread of contamination that could result from various non-DOE-related land development
activities; this would facilitate remediation of the overall Maywood site by potentially reducing
I
the ultimate volume of materials requiring excavation. Furthermore, removal of these
contaminated materials from their current uncontrolled locations for permanent disposal in an
appropriately licensed facility would reduce the potential for increased exposures to these
I
materials. This action also would complete cleanup efforts for all residential vicinity properties
associatedwith the Maywood site, and help to alleviate community concerns regarding potential
I
exposures at these properties.
I
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The results of sampling at these vicinity properties indicate that the primary contaminants
of concern are thorium-232 and its decay products. The available data, as summarized in
Section 2.4, indicate that soils at these properties exceed the cleanup criteria for the Maywood
site. Potential radiological hazards from the contaminated soils are discussed in Section 5.1.1
of this report. To date, site investigations have not identified evidence of other contaminated
media that warrant early removal actions.
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3. REMOVAL

ACTION

OBJECTIVES

The potential exists for disturbance and spread of soil contamination at the vicinity
properties considered in this EWCA. Examples of near-term activities that could result in such
disturbance include road improvements, private construction activities, and utility construction
and maintenance. The intent of the proposed removal action is to relocate the contaminated
materials to an appropriately licensed permanent disposal facility, where appropriate
environmental precautions are employed. Specifically, implementation of the proposed removal
action would allow DOE to remove, transport, and safely dispose of contaminated soils and
debris from properties where other activities (not involving DOE) are likely to result in
spreading contamination and/or otherwise complicating ultimate cleanup measures. The specific
objectives are defined in Sections3.1 through 3.4 in terms of statutory limits, scopeand purpose
of the proposed action, schedule, and compliance with regulatory requirements.
3.1 STATUTORY

LIMITS

Authority for responding to releasesor threats of releases from a contaminated site is
addressedin Section 104 of CERCLA. Executive Order 12580 delegatesto DOE the response
authority for DOE sites. Under CERCLA Section 104(b), DOE is authorized to undertake such
investigations, surveys, testing, or other data gathering deemed necessary to identify the
existence, extent, and nature of the contaminants present at the Maywood site, including the
extent of threats to human health and the environment. In addition, DOE is authorized to
undertake planning, engineering, and other studies and investigations appropriate to directing
response actions to prevent, limit, or mitigate potential risks associatedwith the site. Removal
actions which are appropriate prior to implementation of the final remedial action for the site
may be authorized by DOE, as necessary,in accordancewith the FFA.
3.2 SCOPE AND PURPOSE
The scope of the proposed removal action includes the removal, transportation, and
permanent disposal of radioactively contaminated materials from 37 vicinity properties associated
with the Maywood site. The specific objectives of this removal action include:
l

Removal of radioactively contaminatedmaterials from selectedvicinity properties;

a

Transportation of excavated materials to an appropriately licensed facility for
permanent disposal;

l

Minimization of potential health hazards to personnel performing the removal
action;

l

Restoration of the affected properties according to agreements established with
each property owner; and
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Certification of the properties for release without radiological restrictions for
future use (i.e., a property may be released without radiological restrictions if
residual radioactive material does not exceed authorized cleanup criteria).
Alternatively, at some properties supplemental criteria may be developed for areas
where radiological constituents may remain above the primary cleanup criteria but
are determined to present no unacceptable risk to health or the environment (e.g.,
limited areas of contamination beneath mature trees, buildings or structures, or
other important site features that might be damaged by excavation).

The primary purpose of the proposed action is to limit the potential for contaminant
releases into the environment from these properties, and ensure the protection of human health
and the environment. Sequencing of removal activities would be conducted to minimize the
potential for recontamination of remediated properties. In addition, mitigative measures would
be used to prevent the spread of radioactive materials from the excavation areas. All activities
would be conducted in a manner to minimize potential risks to the public and on-site personnel
performing the removal action.
The timely removal of contaminated mater& above established cleanup criteria from
these vicinity properties would contribute to the efficient performance of comprehensive remedial
actions being planned for the overall Maywood site. Supplemental cleanup criteria may be
proposed on a case-by-case basis for situations where limited quantities of residual radioactive
materials occur in locations which limit the potential for human exposure, and can be
demonstrated to present no unacceptable risks to human health or the environment.
Supplemental criteria may be particularly appropriate in situations where removal to the primary
criteria may pose a significant risk to workers or members of the public, produce environmental
harm that clearly exceeds the potential benefits, or incur unreasonably high costs relative to the
long-term benefits. For example, supplemental criteria could be developed to minimize
disturbance to important site features, such as mature trees or buildings.
3.3 SCHEDULE
The proposed removal action for the contaminated materials at the Maywood vicinity
properties is scheduled to begin in FY1996. This removal action is estimated to require
approximately three to four years for completion, depending on the availability of funding. If
sufficient budgetary resources are not allocated to DOE during this period, the period for
completion of the action could be extended; this schedule could also be delayed due to such
other factors as unanticipated difficulties in waste transportation or the availability of disposal
capacity. Site preparation, survey, and mobilization activities in support of the proposed
removal action may begin prior to FY 1996.
The schedule includes development of detailed work plans and health and safety plans,
development of appropriate decontamination facilities, removal of the contaminated materials
from each affected property, transportation of the contaminated materials for off-site disposal,
backfilling excavated areas with clean soil, and restoration of the disturbed areas. Temporary
19

relocation of residents at some affected properties also may be required. It is anticipated that
activity will be suspendedduring the winter months due to inclement weather conditions.
3.4

COMPLIANCE

WITH

REGULATORY

REQUREMENTS

The proposed removal action will be carried out according to all environmental laws and
requirements that are determined to be applicable or relevant and appropriate requirements
(ARARs) to the maximum extent practicable. This includes federal laws as well as more
stringent statestandards. In addition to ARARs, “to-be-considered”guidelines (TBCs) may play
a role in the selection and implementation of a preferred alternative; TBCs include standards
identified in specific departmental orders, etc., which are not promulgated by law but may be
significant for the proposed action. A compilation of potential ARARs and TBCs for the
proposed removal action is presentedin Appendix B. The final compilation of ARARs for the
overall Maywood site will be published in the RUFS for the site. The identification of potential
ARARs and TBCs for the proposed removal action is based on the nature of the contamination
(primarily soil contaminated with thorium-232), the nature of the proposed removal action, and
the location of the site.
In accordancewith CERCLA and the NCP, an alternative that does not meet an ARAR
may be selected if one of several waiver conditions is met. One of these conditions is that the
action is an interim measure and will become part of a total remedial action that will attain the
requirement. This condition applies directly to the proposed removal action becausethis action
is only part of the overall remedial action for the Maywood site.
Nevertheless, the proposed removal action will be conducted to comply with the
substantive requirements of all ARARs to the maximum extent practicable. DOE will comply
with all pertinent environmental requirements to ensure the protection of human health and the
environment during implementation of the proposed action. Appropriate standards from the
Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) and other employee protection laws and guidelines
also will be followed to protect workers during implementation.
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4. REMOVAL

ACTION

TECHNOLOGIES

AND

ALTERNATIVES

This section summarizes the procedures and rationale used to identify alternatives for
conducting the proposed removal action. It considers relevant technologies that could be
implemented to achieve the removal action objectives specified previously. This process is
consistent with the NCP and EPA guidance regarding removal actions. Because of tbe nature
of the contaminated materials at the Maywood vicinity properties, the number of practical and
suitable technologies fhat can be applied is limited. The technologies considered in selecting
removal action alternatives include those identified in the NCP [40 CFR 300.415(d)], along with
experience and information gained as a result of planning and implementing previous removal
actions at the Maywood site and similar sites.
4.1

TECHNOLOGY

IDENTIFICATION

AND SCREENING

Technologies potentially applicable to the proposed removal action have been screened
and evaluated on the basis of site-specific conditions at the Maywood site. The objective of the
proposed removal action is to limit the potential for inadvertent spread of contamination and to
ensure protection of human health and the environment. While the contaminated soils at the
Maywood vicinity properties are not considered to present an immediate risk to human health
or the environment, the proposed removal action would further reduce the potential for exposure
to humans or the environment.
General response actions that may apply to the remediation and management of
radiologically contaminated sites include institutional controls, containment, removal, treatment,
interim storage, and disposal. Several of these technologies, however, are not applicable to the
proposed removal action considered in this EEKA. Alternatives for the proposed removal
action were identified by considering applicable technologies within each general response action
category, according to the guidelines of the NCP [40 CFR 300.430(e)].
The potential
technologies were screened with regard to effectiveness, implementability, and cost. The
identification and screening of the technologies that may apply to the proposed action are
discussed below and key considerations are summarized in Table 4-l.
InsWutional Controls
Institutional controls are measures that prevent or minimize public exposure by limiting
access or use of contaminated areas. They may include physical barriers (such as fences), use
or deed restrictions, and environmental monitoring. Such controls are not effective in reducing
the toxicity, mobility, or volume of contaminants, but they may reduce tbe potential for
exposures to contaminated materials. The NCP specifies that institutional controls may not be
used as a substitute for active response measures as the sole remedy unless active measures are
determined not to be practicable. Costs associated with institutional controls are generally low,
but may increase significantly if it becomes necessary to purchase property. Public concerns and
potential inconvenience to property owners could also result in difficulties in implementation;
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TABLE 4-l. Summary of General ResponseTechnology Screening
Technology

Evaluation Result

Comments

:nstitutional Controls

w

Jse or deed restrictions

ReJected

Limits on-site exposure to contammaats, but not effective in controlling the source or
migration of contaminants; may be effectwe when used tn conjunctmu v&h other technologies.
Difficult to Implement at privately owned properties.

4ccess restricttons

Rejected

Llmlts cm-site exposure to contammants, but not effective in controlling the source or
mtgratmn of contaminants, may be effective when used in conJunction with other technologies.
D&icult to implement at privately owned propemes.

wmitoring

Retained

Provides data for assessing control measures; may be effective when used in conjunction with
other technalogtes. Au extensive environment.4 momtoting program is in place at MISS.
Comprehemwe env~romnental and persmmel momtoring would be Implemented throughout the
proposed removal action.

[n-situ (capping)

Rejected

Can reduce contaminant mobility and z&gate potential exposures; contamnmnt toxicity and
volume would not be reduced. Nature of contammation m noncontiguous areas on multtple
properties would make this option meffectwe at these propertms. Instihltional tssues would
present dtfficulties m implementation at privately owned properties.

Excavation

Retained

Easy to implement, using conventtonal earth-moving eqmpment. Would allow use of
remedmted area without restrictions. Reqmres storage or disposal facility for excavated
wastes and access restrictions dung excavatmn.

Decontaminatlonl
Demolition

Retained

Wbde no contaminated structures BT~ associated with these vicinity properties, it 1s possible
that some below-ground huildmg surfaces (e.g., foundations, basement walls) may reqmre
decontamination.

Contamment

TABLE 4-l (Continued)
Technology

Evatuation Result

Comments

Rejected

Treatment alternatwes for the Maywcad stte wdl be fully evaluated in the RVFS process. Not
appltcable for the proposed removal acttcm due to admmlstrative feasibihty xsues and potentml
delays in unplementatmn.

Rejected

Can effectively protect human health and the environment in the short term by reducmg
contaminant mobtbty and hmiting exposures whde a permanent remedy is developed. The
MISS waste pde, which provtdes interim storage for contaminated materials from previous
removal acttons, IS currently undergomg a separate removal actmn

Off-site

Rejected

No suitable off-&e mtenm storage faciltty 1s currently available and development
facility would be prohibitively expenstve and tnne-consuming.

On-mte

Rejected

Permanent disposal of the Maywood ate wastes ~111 be fully evaluated in the WFS process.
No on-ate disposal alternative is wadable for the proposed removal action and would be
inappropriate due to the pot&ml for biasing waste management evaluatmns in the RUFS.

Off-site

Retamed

Off-site commercial disposal facihtles are currently licensed to accept 1142) byproduct
material such as the wastes from these Maywood vicmity properties. Off-site disposal at an
existtng DOE disposal facdtty 1s also plausible, but no such factlity is currently in agreement
to accept the Maywood stte wastes. Wing of new disposal facihttes is not considered to be a
wable optton wthin the tune frame of the proposed removal actmn.

rreatment
ChemlcaUPhystcal
Treatment

Interrm storaee
Extsting on-&e

facrlity

of a new

1

since none of the vrcinity properties considered here are owned by DOE, the implementability
of institutional controls would be severely limited. Therefore, institutional controls are
eliminated from further consideration.
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Containment
Containment technologies are designed to keep contaminated materials at their current
locations. The purpose of containment is to reduce contaminant mobility and the potential for
contaminants to move off-site. Containment technologies, in and of themselves, do not typically
reduce the toxicity or volume of contaminants, but they may be effective in reducing
contaminant mobility, Costs associatedwith contamment technologies are considered moderate.
Containment technologies, particularly capping, are consideredimpractical for the vicinity
properties considered here, due to the nature of the contamination in small noncontiguous
deposits in many cases. Also, the non-DOE ownership of these properties may limit the ability
to ensure the long-term integrity of the containment system, and pubhc concerns (e.g.,
inconvenience to property owners) could result in difficulties in implementation. Therefore,
containment IS eliminated from further consideration.
Removal
Removal of contaminated materials from a site can effectively reduce contaminant
mobility and potential exposure. Contaminated soil and debris may be removed from the
Maywood vicinity properties considered here using conventional equipment such as backhoes,
bulldozers, scrapers, and front-end loaders; manual excavation techniques may be required in
areas with limited access for conventional equipment or where the contaminated area may be
very limited. These technologies are reliable, can be easily and economically implemented with
standard construction procedures and conventional equipment, and have been used extensively
to control radioactive contamination similar to that associatedwith these properties. Because
the scope of the proposed removal action primarily involves the cleanup of contaminated soils,
excavation is identified as an applicable removal technology, and is retained as a possible
component of the action alternatives.
Treatment
Treatment includes a wide range of technologies, only a limited number of which are
applicable to radioactively contaminated materials. Radioactive waste treatment technologiescan
be categorized as those that remove the radioactive material from the waste matrix, and those
that change the form of the waste, thereby reducing the toxicity, mobility, or volume of the
contaminants. Treatment technologies identified as potentially applicable for the Maywood site
are being fully evaluated in the N/FS process for the site, including treatabiity studies for
technologies that appear particularly promising. However, these studies are not expected to be
completed by the desired initiation date for the proposed removal action, and the poor
administrative feasibility of treatment for the soils from thesevicinity properties could delay the
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implementation schedule. Therefore, treatment of contaminated materials from the vicinity
properties is ehmmated from further consideration.
Interim Storage
Interim storage involves the temporary placement of contaminated materials in a manner
that effectively protects human health and the environment until the final treatment or disposal
of the materials can be determined. Interim storage can be achieved by placing the contaminated
materials in an existing engineered facility or in a newly constructed facility. Costs range from
low, if existing storage capacity is available, to moderately high, if construction of a new facility
is required.
Contaminated materials from previous removal actions at the Maywood site are currently
in interim storage at MISS. A separate removal action is currently underway to transfer these
waste materials to a permanent disposal facility. Interim storage of the contaminated materials
excavated from the vicinity properties considered in this EE/CA at the MISS waste pile would
be inconsistent with this ongoing removal action for the waste pile. Interim storage in a newly
constructed facility would be impractical on the basis of cost and implementation time.
Therefore, interim storage is eliminated from further consideration.
Disuosal
Disposal involves the permanent placement of contaminated materials in a manner that
reduces contaminant mobility and protects human health and the environment for the long term.
This technology can effectively reduce contaminant mobility and the potential for human
exposure.
Alternatives for ultimate disposal of wastes from the overall Maywood site are being fully
evaluated in the RI/FS process for the site. The disposal considerations for the proposed
removal action are independent of the remedial action decisions regarding disposal for the overall
Maywood site, and will not bias that process. Some potential disposal alternatives with lengthy
time requirements (such as siting and developing a new facility, either on-site or off-site) may
be appropriate for the site-wide disposal evaluation but would not be appropriate for the
proposed removal action. The only disposal option considered available within the desired time
frame, and which is therefore retamed for further consideration in this analysis, is a licensed
commercial disposal facility. Commercial disposaI is currently available for the wastes from the
Maywood vicinity properties, which are classified as 1le(2) byproduct material, at the
Envirocare facility at Clive, Utah, and additional facilities may be available prior to
implementation of the proposed removal action. Disposal costs, including transportation to the
disposal facility, are considered moderate to high.
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4.2 IDENTIFICATION

OF PRELIMINARY

ALTERNATIVFS

The preliminary screening of potentially applicable technologies resulted in identification
of the following technologies as potential components of removal action alternatives: removal
of contaminated materials from the affected vicinity properbes and disposal at a licensed
commercial facility.
The screened technologies have been grouped into the following
preliminary alternatives for the proposed action:
.

Alternative 1: No action. Remedial action for the vicinity properties would be
delayed until the record of decision (ROD) for the Maywoocl site is issued.

.

Alternative 2: Expedited removal of the contaminated materials from the affected
vicinity properties, followed by transport of the wastes for off-site commercial
disposal. This alternative includes accessrestrictions and increased environmental
and personnel monitoring during construction and restoration activities.
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5. EVALUATION

OF ALTERNATIVES

The proposed removal action is an early action with regard to the overall remedial action
planned for the Maywood site. The primary purpose of this removal action is to limit the
potential for inadvertent spreadof contamination and to ensure protection of human health and
the environment. The alternatives identified in Se&on 4.2 are evaluatedbelow with respect to
effectiveness, implementability, and cost.
5.1 EFFECTIVENESS

The effectiveness of an alternative is defined by its ability to protect human health and
the environment from risks associatedwith the contamination in both the short term and the long
term. Measures of effectivenessinclude (1) reduction of potential risks to human health and the
environment; (2) compliance with regulatory requirements; (3) timeliness; and (4) reduction of
contaminant toxicity, mobrlity, and volume through treatment.
5.1.1 Potential Health Impacts

Under Alternative 1, no action would be taken until a final decision is made regarding
remediation of the overall Maywood site. This alternative involves no immediate change in
current exposuresto radioactive materials at the site. An analysis of the potential risks to human
health and the environment under current conditions at the Maywood site is provided in the
Baseline Risk Assessment (BRA) for the site (DOE 1993). The BRA analysis predicts a
potential radiation dose of < 1 to 246 mrem/year to current receptors at the vicinity properties
considered in this EEKA. Under a future use scenario where a residence is establishedon the
unremediated portion of the Ballod property, potential doses could be up to 2800 mremlyr.
Theseestimates are based upon conservative (health protective) assumptions and are considered
to representreasonableworst case conditions.
Under Alternative 2, contaminated soil and debris would be removed and transportedoffsite for disposal. Under this alternative, potential risks to human health and the environment
at theseproperties would be reducedbecausethe contaminatedmaterials would be removed from
their present uncontrolled locations and placed in an engineeredfacility designed for permanent
disposal. The potential for human exposure to contaminants would be reduced in both the short
and the long term under Alternative 2 becausethe source of contamination would be removed.
Worker Radiation Dose and Health Risk. Potential worker exposures would increase
in the short term during the removal action period for Alternative 2. The primary exposure
pathways would include inhalation of contaminated dust and external gamma radiation. All
activities associatedwith the implementation of Alternative 2 would be conducted according to
the sate-specifichealth and safety plan to protect workers and the public. The potential radiation
doses to workers conducting the removal action would be kept as low as reasonably achievable
(ALARA) by strict compliance with environmental, safety, and health protection guidelines and
appropriate engineering practices for radiation protection.
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The potential radiation dose to workers implementing the proposed removal action was
estimated using the RESRAD computer code (Yu et al., 1993). For the purpose of this
evaluation, radionuclide concentrations in contaminatedsoils were considered separately for the
Ballod property and all other rcsidcntial and municipal properties considered in this EE/CA due
to the much higher contaminant concentrations at Ballod. Average soil concentrations for the
residential vicinity properties are 11.3 pCi/g for thorium-232, 10.6 pCi/g for uranium-238, 1.25
pCi/g for radium-226, whereas concentrations at the Ballod property averaged 185 pCi/g for
thorium-232, 228 pCi/g for uranium-238, and 0.86 pCiig for radium-226 (DOE 1993). In each
case, short-lived decay products are assumedto be in equilibrium with the parent radionuclide,
and uranium-235 and its decay products are assumed to be present at 5% of uranium-238
concentration, based on typical isotopic distributions for natural uranium. Potential exposure
pathways considered in this evaluation included external gamma exposure, inhalation of
contaminated dust and radon gas, and incidental ingestion of contaminated soil. It was assumed
that the hypothetical worker receiving the maximum exposure would spend a maximum of 1500
hours per year (8 hours/day x 5 days/week x 9 months/year) in the contaminated area at the
residential and municipal vicinity properties. For the remediation of the Ballod property, a total
exposure duration of 500 hours was assumed. It was assumed that the remedial action worker
would have a breathing rate of 1.2 m3/hour, and would be exposed to an average concentration
of contaminated particulates in air of 100 pg/m3. The worker was also assumed to ingest
contammated soil at a rate of 100 mg/day as a result of incidental hand-to-mouth contact.
The maximum radiation dose to the hypothetical worker from exposure to site
contaminants during removal activities at the residential and municipal vicinity properties was
estimatedat 38 mrem/year (32 mrem/year from external gamma exposure and 5 mremlyear from
inhalation of contaminated dust). This estimate is well below the DOE limit of 5,000 mrem/year
for occupational exposure (10 CFR 835) and also below the DOE primary dose limit for the
public of 100 mremlyr (DOE 1990). This radiation dosewould result in an incremental lifetime
cancerrisk of approximately 1 x la5 (i.e., the risk of getting cancer resulting from this radiation
exposure over the remainder of the worker’s lifetime would be approximately 1 in 100,000).
The maximum dose to a hypothetical remedial action worker at the Ballod property was
estimatedat 198 mremlyear (165 mremlyear from external gamma exposure, 30 mremlyear from
inhalation of contaminated dust, and 3 mremlyear from incidental ingestion of contaminated
soil). This estimate is still well below the DOE limit of 5,000 mremlyear for occupational
exposure but above the 100 mremlyear limit for the public. This radiation dose would result
in an incremental lifetime cancer risk of approximately 5 x 1Ct’l(i.e., the risk of getting cancer
resulting from this radiation exposure over the remainder of the worker’s lifetime would be
approximately 5 in 100,000). Exposure assumptions are summarized in Appendix C.
These doseestimates to the hypothetical worker experiencing the maximum exposure are
based on very conservative (health protective) exposure assumptions. They do not take into
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Table 5-1. Estnnated Radntmn Dose and Health bsk to Hypothetical Receptors (Alternative 2).
Receptor

Removal Actton Worker
Residential/hhmc~pal VPs
Balled Property

Radmtmn Dose (inremlyr)

32
165

5
30

<l
3

Incremental

38
198

lx 105
5x10s

Member of the Public
During Removal Action
c5
NA
<5
4 x 107
NA
<6
<4x1@
FoIlowmg Removal Actmn
< 5
Cl
Cl
NA = Not Apphcable - no slgmficant exposure wa tb~s pathway for the public.
Note: The estmated risk to the pubhc followmg the removal action may be higher than that during
implementation of the removal actmn due to the number of exposure pathways and the exposure duration
(30 year mstdential pencd followmg the removal sctmn versus 3-4 year removal action period).

account mitigative measures (such as dust suppression, respiratory protection, protective
clothing) which would be used during the proposed removal action. The potential radiation
doses to workers performing the removal action would be kept as low as reasonably achievable
(ALARA) by appropriate health physics practices and by strict compliance with DOE
environmental, safety, and health protection guidelines. Mitigative measures would be
implemented to minimize the amount of airborne contamination. Workers also would wear
resprratory protection equipment, if necessary, to reduce the likelihood of inhaling contaminated
particulates, and lapel air monitors would be worn to verify the safety of the working
environment. A comprehensive personnel dosimetry program would be implemented to monitor
all radiation exposures and doses to workers throughout the removal action. Therefore, actual
exposures and risks would be significantly lower than the estimates presented above.
General Public Radiation Dose and Health Risk.
During construction and
transportation activities associated with Alternative 2, a resident or employee at a nearby
property could receive a radiation dose above normal background exposure. The primary
exposure pathway for the off-site public would be inhalation of contaminated dust. The dose
to the off-site receptor from external gamma radiation would be negligible because the external
gamma exposure rate decreases rapidly with distance from the source.
The radiation dose to the maximally exposed member of the public during the removal
action, therefore, would be bounded by the inhalation dose to the removal action worker
discussed previously. The maximum incremental radiation dose to the general public from
implementation of the proposed removal action is estimated to be less than 5 mrem/year for
Alternative 2. This dose is very small relative to the dose received from background sources
of radiation. It is also well below the dose limit of 100 mremlyear for the public and the
pathway-specific limit of 10 mremlyear for airborne releases (40 CFR 61). The lifetime
incremental cancer risk resulting from this radiation exposure is estimated to be approximately
4 x 10” (4 in lO,OOO,OOO).Appropriate health physics practices and engineering measures (e.g.,
wetting the soil) would be employed during all excavation, transportation, and disposal activities
29

to minimize airborne releasesof radioactivity and protect the public from unnecessaryexposure.
DOE will conduct appropriate environmental monitoring and modeling during the removal action
to demonstrate compliance with all applicable requirements (e.g., 40 CFR 61).
Under Alternative 2, the residual radiation exposure to the public would be reduced from
current conditions following completion of the removal action. Under typical residential
conditions, the radiation doseto a resident at the remediated properties is estimated in the range
< 1 to 6 mrem/yr (see Appendix C). The lifetime incremental cancer risk from this exposure
would be approximately 4 x 106 (4 in l,OOO,OOO).
Under Alternative 2, wastes would be transported from the vicinity properties to the
MISS property by truck, and loaded onto rail cars for transport to the off-site disposal facility
using the on-site rail spur. The Borough of Maywood has agreed to allow limited quantities (no
more than 1000 yd3) of excavated soil to be staged(temporarily stored) at the MISS prior to offsite rail shipment, as long as the time that the materials are staged at MISS is kept to a
minimum. This transport of contaminatedmaterials from the vicinity properties to the MISS rail
spur could result in an increasein local traffic during the implementation period. However, due
to the limited volume of contaminated materials expected to be excavated at most of these
vicinity properties and logistics of the removal activities, the increase in local truck traffic is
expected to be relatively minor. The potential impact of any increased traffic would be
mitigated by implementing traffic control measures, as necessary, including establishment of
designated transportation routes and stationing of flagmen at appropriate locations. The
occurrence of any spillage during transport is expected to be minimal, and, becauseof the nature
of the cargo (soil), any spillage could easily be cleaned up and retrieved for disposal; the
potential for radiation exposure of the general public resulting from spillage would be minimal.
While Alternative 2 would not directly reduce the volume or toxicity of contaminants,
it would reduce contaminant mobility through improved containment in a permanent disposal
facility. It would reduce the potential for release of contaminants from theseproperties into the
environment and minimize the potential for exposure of the public.
The commercial disposal facility which would receive the contaminated materials
removed from the Maywood vicinity properties operatesunder license to the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission and state authorities. License conditions provide for the protection of public and
worker health and the environment.
5.1.2 Potential Environmental

Impacts

Soils and Water Resources. Under Alternative 1, no direct impacts to soils would
occur. Alternative 2 also would be expected to have no long-term impacts on soil or water
resources. However, some minor impacts could occur during the excavation of contaminated
soils from the vicinity properties, as disturbed areas would be more likely to experience wind
and water erosion. These temporary effects could be minimized by decreasingthe area disturbed
at any time during excavation operations, and by employing good engineering practices (such
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as sediment barriers to minimize the amount of sediment leaving the work area, and containment
of surface runoff during storms).
Al Quality. Alternative 1 would result in no incremental impacts on air quality.
Environmental monitoring activities at the site indicate no significant adverse air impacts from
normal site operations (BNI 1993). Resuspension and dispersion of contaminated particulates
during excavation and transportation activities under Alternative 2 could impact local air quality
during the short term. These impacts, however, would be eliminated after the removal action
was completed. The potential for dust generation while implementing the removal action would
be minimized by implementing good engineering practices (such as wetting and/or covering
exposed surfaces, as appropriate, during the action period).
Monitoring of ambient
concentrations of airborne particulates and radon would be conducted throughout the removal
action to ensure compliance with requirements to protect workers and the public.
Ecological Resources. Implementation of Alternative 1 would result in no physical
changes to existing habitats and associated biota. However, the potential for spread of
contamination into a larger area of the local environment due to mechanisms such as
resuspension, runoff, and leaching, would continue, and the potential for exposure of local biota
would remain. Alternative 2 could impact local biota as a result of disturbance of habitats
during excavation and restoration activities. Animals inhabiting the vicinity properties and
adjacent areas within sight or range of hearing of the construction or waste transportation
operations might be temporarily disturbed or displaced. However, the Maywood site does not
provide substantial wildlife habitats because of its urban nature. As a result, few animal species
inhabit the property.
Vegetation in the contaminated areas of the vicinity properties would be disturbed during
the excavation activities. However, the existing plant species are neither unique nor restricted
in distribution, and disturbed habitats could be readily revegetated. Because the Maywood site
supports only a few common species, the proposed removal action would have no significant
harmful effect on plants or wildlife.
Threatened or endangered species would be unaffected by implementing any of the
alternatives. Critical habitats for listed species are not present at the Maywood site, and no
threatened or endangered species are known to inhabit the site.
Wetlands and Floodplains. It is DOE’s policy to avoid adverse impacts on floodplains
and wetlands to the extent possible (10 CFR 1022). Any remedial actions at the Maywood site
will be carried out in compliance with Executive Order 11988, Floodplain Management, and
Executive Order 11990, Protection of Wetlands, where applicable. Portions of four of the
vicinity properties at the south end of Lodi Brook are located within the loO-year floodplain of
the Saddle River (DOE 1992); a floodplain assessment consistent with the requirements of
Executive Order 11988 and 10 CFR 1022 is provided in Appendix A. No wetlands would be
impacted by the proposed removal action.
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I
Cultural Resources. No archaeological sites or historic structures listed, or eligible for
listing, in the National Register of Historic Places would be affected by implementing any of the
alternatives, A Stage IA Archaeological Study and Stage II Historical Study of the Maywood
site have been completed and filed with the State Historic Preservation Office.
5.1.3 Compliance with Regulatory Requirements

The proposed removal action is an interim measure which would become part of the
comprehensive remedial action for the Maywood site that will attain all applicable or relevant
and appropriate requirements. Under Alternative 1, concentrationsof radioactive contaminants
in surface and subsurface soils at these properties would continue to exceed applicable criteria,
awaiting final remediation of the property. Alternative 2, however, would include excavation
of all contaminated soils exceeding thesecriteria at theseproperties, and therefore would satisfy
contaminant-specific ARARs. Alternative 2 would be conductedin a manner that would follow
pertinent environmental requirements and protect human health and the environment during
implementation of the removal action. Appropriate OSHA standards and other employee
protection laws and guidelines also would be followed to ensure worker protection during
implementation, and compliance with all action-specific and location-specific ARARs.
5.1.4 Timeliness
Alternative 2 would result in expedited remediation of the Maywood vicinity properties.
The only practical constraint on the speedwith which Alternative 2 could be implemented is the
availability of funding resources. Under Alternative 1, no action would be taken to remediate
these vicinity properties before the comprehensive remediation of the overall Maywood site.
Alternative 2, therefore, is more timely than Alternative 1.
5.1.5 Reduction of Contaminant

Toxicity, Mobility,

and Volume Through

Treatment

Section 121 of CERCLA specifies a statutory preference for remedial actions that use
treatment technologies that permanently and significantly reduce the toxicity, mobility, or
volume of the hazardous substancesas a principal element. Becauseof the nature of the primary
contammant of concern in the contaminated soils (thorium-232 and its associated decay
products), treatment for reduction of toxicity is not feasible. Therefore, only treatment to reduce
contaminant mobility and/or volume may be considered. None of the alternatives considered
here include treatment as a principal element.
5.2 IMPLEMENTABILITY

The implementability of an alternative is defined by its technical feasibility, availability,
and administrative feasibility. Technical feasibility refers to the ability to construct, operate,
maintain, replace, and monitor an alternative’s technical components. The demonstrated
performance of technical components is also considered, as are potential constraints associated
with the site environment. Availability of services and materials refers to the resourcesrequired
32
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to implement specific components of an alternative and the ability to obtain them.
Administrative feasibility addresses the acceptability of an alternative by other agencies, and how
well it satisfies specific project requirements (such as budget, schedule, and efficient
performance of the overall remedial action planned for the site).
5.2.1 Technical Feasibility
Technical feasibility does not apply to Alternative 1, the no-action alternative. The
components of Alternative 2 are technically feasible and have been implemented for similar
actions. Excavation of the contaminated materials from the Maywood vicinity properties is
technically feasible using readily available equipment. To protect existing structures, standard
construction practices, such as underpinning and shoring techniques beneath and around
structures, would be used where necessary. The perfomance of existing excavation and
construction techniques has been demonstrated during past removal actions at the Maywood site
and other sites.
Commercial disposal of the waste materials excavated from the vicinity properties is
technically feasible and would reduce potential contaminant mobility. Commercial disposal of
lle(2) wastes is currently available at the Envrrocare facility in Clive, Utah, and additional
facilities may be available prior to implementation of the proposed removal action. All
commercial radioactive waste disposal facilities are reqmred to maintain comprehensive
environmental monitoring and occupational health physics programs as a license condition.
5.2.2 Availability

of Services and Materials

Availability does not apply to Alternative 1, the no-action alternative.
materials required to implement Alternative 2 are readily available.
5.2.3 Administrative

The services and

Feasibility

Administrative feasibility considerations include the potential of a proposed action to
achieve response objectives and to satisfy state and local concerns. These concerns include
permitting and interagency cooperation, public and occupational safety, transportation factors,
impacts on land use and values, compliance with policies and requirements, and public
acceptance. The NCP specifies that a formal community relations plan be developed to provide
information to the public and to obtain public comment. A site-specific community relations
plan has been developed for the Maywood site (BNI 1992).
State and local authorities and citizens have indicated a strong preference for removal and
off-site disposal of contaminated materials from the Maywood site. Since Alternative 2 achieves
this objective, it is expected to have favorable administrative feasibility. Alternative 1 would
not address community concerns in any manner.
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1 .I
Prior to conducting the removal action, DOE would secureaccess agreements with the
I
owners of each affected property, defining DOE’s responsibilities and liabilities with regard to
the cleanup. Removal activities would be sequenced to minimize disturbance to affected
prop&y owners; temporary relocation of residents at certain affected properties may be
I
provided, where appropriate, during the removal action operations.
Short-term negative impacts on the community during implementation of Alternative 2
I
would include staging of excavated soils at MISS, as well as traffic and noise associatedwith
removal and transportation of the contaminated materials. DOE and the Borough of Maywood
have agreed to limit both the time that these materials are staged at MISS the volume of
I
mater& staged at any one time (not to exceed 1000 yd3); theseconstraints along with the use
of good engineering practices and mitigative measureswould limit any impacts from the staged
I
materials. Noise and traffic impacts would be mitigated by conducting all activities according
to pertinent regulatory requirements and good engineering practices, using designated
transportation routes and appropriate traffic control measures,and an active community relations
I
program.
No administrative feasibility issues are anticipated with respect commercial disposal
I
of the waste. The waste volume associatedwith this proposed removal action would be a small
fraction of the total waste capacity of the commercial disposal facility.
I
Removal activities conducted under Alternative 2 would be conducted with the approval
of the affected local authorities. All response activities at the Maywood site are coordinated
with EPA Region II and state and local government authorities. Active communications would
1
be maintained with the public, local media, EPA, and state and local officials, as specified in
the community relations plan for the site.
I
5.3 COST
The costs of alternatives are considered only in a comparative manner to determine if the
I
cost of one alternative is much greater than that of another alternative of similar effectiveness.
General estimates of potential costs for each alternative can be compared to permit a screening
according to relative costs. Funds from DOE, not from EPA’s Superfund, would be used to
I
implement the proposed removal action. Because the proposed action would be completed
within a few years, present value considerations would not appreciably affect cost estimates;
cost estimates for this analysis assumeno discount or escalation.
I
For Alternative 1 (No Action), no direct incremental costs would be incurred. This
alternative would only defer the costs associatedwith remediation of the vicinity properties until
I
the ultimate remediation of the overall Maywood site.
The total cost of implementing Alternative 2 is estimated at approximately $45,OOO,CKKl.
I
This estimate includes all direct and indirect costs, including subcontracts, engineering,
environmental health and safety support, procurement, overhead, and contingencies. The cost
I
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esttmatcs for waste transportation ($135/y&) and disposal ($206/yd3) are specific to the
Envirocare facility in Chve, Utah, based on current estimates, A volume of contaminated soil
and debris to be excavated from the affected vicinity properties is estimated to be 28,613 yda.
Assuming an expansion factor of 30%, approximately 37,197 yd3 of contaminated materials
would be transported for off-site disposal. Costs for excavation, loading, transportation and
disposal of the contaminated materials from the vicinity properties are the primary cost elements
for Alternative 2. Additional cost elements include site preparation activities, mobilization and
demobilization expenses, medical monitoring, training, engineering, health and safety support,
restoration of the disturbed areas, subcontract costs (such as analytical laboratory and civil
survey costs), contingencies, and program management costs. Additional cost detail is provided
in Appendix D.
5.4 COMPARATIVE

SUMMARY

The two alternatives for managing contaminated materials at the Maywood vicinity
properties were compared on the basis of effectiveness, implementability, and cost. This
comparison is summa&d in Table 5-2.
Alternative 1 would provide for no cleanup action to be taken. This Alternative is
technically implementable; however, it is not effective, since it would provide no improvement
in the control of contaminated materials. While it has no direct incremental cost, costs for site
maintenance, surveillance, and monitoring would continue to accumulate indefmitely.
Alternative 2 would include expedited removal of contaminated materials from the
vicinity properties and permanent disposal at an appropriately licensed commercial facility. This
Alternative would be more effective in providing permanent control of contaminated materials
from the vicinity properties. Alternative 2 would use technically feasible methods for the
removal of contaminated materials from the affected properties, using readily available
equipment. Commercial disposal of the waste generated from this removal action is technically
feasible and currently available. Alternative 2 would have higher near-term costs for excavation,
transportation, and disposal of the contaminated materials; however, the overall costs for
remediation of the Maywood site could be reduced by preventing the inadvertent spread of
contaminants from these vicinity properties.
Because the excavation and disposal activities under Alternative 2 would be implemented
according to all regulatory requirements and good engineering practices, these activities are not
expected to meet serious institutional obstacles. The potential short-term environmental
consequences associated with Alternative 2 from the temporary disturbance of the site soils can
be minimized by using good engineering practices during the action period. The long-term
environmental consequences associated with this alternative would be beneficial, because the
relocation of the radioactive materials from the current uncontrolled locations to a permanent
disposal facility would reduce the potential for release of contaminants to the environment and
minimize potential exposure to these materials.
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TABLE 5-2. Comparative Analysis of Removal Action Alternatives
Alternative
Alternative
No action

1:

Alternative 2:
Expedited removal of
contaminated mater&al from the
Maywood vicinity properties
and off-site commercial
dqosal

--

Effectiveness

Implementability

cost

No immediate change in impacts on
human health and the environment.
Contammant concentmtions in soil at the
vicinity properties would reman above
site-spec1tic cntena.

Techmcal Feasibility and Avadabibty not
appbcable. Administratwe
Feaslbdaty is
unfavorable, smce this altematwe does
not achieve response objectives or satisfy
state and lcxxl concerns.

No direct cost

Elimmates long-term impacts to human
health and the environment due to
contaminants above site-spectfic criteria at
these vicinity properties; minor shortterm impacts during the removal actmn
can be effectively mitigated.

Technical Feaslbdlty would be
straightforward, usmg readily available
equipment and standard engmeering
practices. Admmistrative Feasibility is
expected to be very favorable, as this
dternatwe achieves response oby&wes
and sattsties state and local concerns.
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5.5 IDENTIFICATION

OF THE PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE

Based on an evaluation of the alternatives for the proposed removal action, DOE
proposesto select Alternative 2 as the most technically feasible, effective and timely alternative,
which best addressescommunity concerns. Under Alternative 2, the contaminated materials at
the specified vicinity properties would be excavated and transported to an off-site commercial
disposal facility. This alternative would present no unacceptablerisk to public health and the
environment, and can be implemented in a timely, straightforward, and effective manner.
The proposed removal action is consistent with CERCLA, which requires that interim
actions contribute to the extent practicable to the efficient performance of any anticipated final
remedy. The analysis presentedin this EE/CA demonstrates that the proposed action can be
implemented in a manner that protects human health and the environment. The proposed
removal action is consistentwith the overall cleanup strategy for the Maywood site, and will not
limit the choice of reasonablealternatives or prejudice the ultimate decision for which the RI/FS
is being prepared.
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6. PROPOSED ACTION
Under the proposed removal action, contaminated soils and debris at Maywood vicinity
properties contaminated with radioactive materials exceeding DOE cleanup criteria will be
removed and transportedto an off-site commercial disposalfacility. The approximate boundaries
of excavation on each property will be established based on existing radiological data,
supplemented by additional radiological survey activities conducted prior to and during
excavation. Each property owner’s consent to remove the contaminated soil from the property
will be secured through an accessagreementdefining DOE’s responsibilities and liabilities with
regard to the cleanup. The environment at each vicinity property will be monitored throughout
the removal action to ensure that all pertinent requirements are met. Appropriate measureswill
be employed to reduce potential adverse impacts on the environment and minimize health risks
(seeTable 6-l).
Conventional excavation equipment will be used to remove the contaminated soil and
debris from each affected property. Excavation will be performed with the hand tools or
machinery appropriate to the quantity of soil to be removed and the depth at which contaminated
soil is found. As excavation proceeds, field personnel will monitor the levels of radioactive
contammation in the excavation area, to estimate when soils contain levels of contamination
below the site-specific cleanup criteria. r Soil samples will be collected from the excavated areas
to confirm that the residual radioactivity is at acceptably low levels. These soil samples will be
analyzed in a field gamma spectroscopylaboratory to determine the concentrations of thorium232, radium-226, and uranium-238 (the primary radioactive contaminants of concern); to
determine the degree to which these primary radionuclides are in equilibrium with their
respechve decay products (i.e., to determine the relative concentrations of the primary
radionuclides and their decay products), approximately 10% of the soil samples analyzed in the
field laboratory also will be sent off-site for alpha spectroscopyanalysis. Selected samples will
also be analyzed for chemical and physical parameters to assure compliance with the waste
acceptancecriteria of the disposal facility.
Upon determination that soil exceeding the site-specific cleanup criteria has been
removed, the excavated areaswill be backtilled with clean soil. Local backfill sources will be
reviewed and sampled, as required, to ensure that the fill material does not pose a health threat.
The affected areas will be restored according to the agreement established with each property
owner (e.g., establishment of grass, repair of asphalt or concrete surfaces, fence repair or
replacement, etc.).

‘Residual radmnuclide concentrations may not exceed 5 pCi/g above background for thorium-232
and mdium226 combmed, averaged over any area of 100 m2 and any’ 15-cm depth mterval, and 100 pCi/g above. background
for total uranium.
However, the dlstnbutmn of uranium-238
at the Maywood site tends to be similar to that of
thorium-232,
so that the removal of thorium-232
to the 5 pCi/g criteria is anticipated to result in the removal of
umum
to levels well below the site-specific cleanup criteria of 100 pCl/g for total uramum.
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Table 6-l.

Major Mitigatw

Measures for the Proposed Actnm
Features

Mltlgatlve Measure
Dust Control

Worker

Dust suppressants (e.g., water sprays, foam apphcatmn) will be used
dung all activities having the potential for generatmg sigmficant
quantities of airborne part~culates.

Protection

9

An operational envtronmental safety and health plan wrll be developed
for the proposed removal a&on. Respiratory protectwn equipment
and other appropriate personnel protectwe equipment will be used, as
necessary. AI1 workers ~111wear protectwe clothing and wdl pass
through an access control pomt for radiological scanning prior to
leaving the site. A comprehenswe radmtmn monitoring and personnel
dosimetly program will be implemented.

Envmmmental Momtonng

Gamma radiation levels and airborne contaminant concentratmns
(partwdates and radon) will be momtored in the general work area and
at the site penmeter to protect both workers and the general pubhc.
Appropriate responses, such as mcreasiag engmermg controls, will be
taken if measured contaminant levels approach project admmistrative
control limits. Contaminant releases to air and surface water off-s&
will be mmmdzed by implementing appropriate engineermg controls.

EquIpmat

Equipment used for excavatmn, procwsmg, and transportation of
contammated materials ~111be routinely mspected during operatmns.
Equipment wdl be decontaminated, as necessary, to prevent inadvertent
spreading of contamination mto uncontrolled areas.

Inspectmn

I

Run-on/run-off

I
I
I

Access Restnctmns

Access to work areas ~111be restricted, and current access controls at
MISS wdl be mamtained. All workers wtll pass through an access
control pant for radration scans to prevent radioactwe mater& from
Ieavlng the Site.

Traffic Control

Transportatmn mutes wdl be estabhshed for truck traffic transporting
contammated materials from the affected vicimty properties to the
MISS rad spur. Flagmen will be statvxwd at appropriate locations as
necessary to assure trucks enter and leave the. site safely.

I
I
I
I
I

Controls

Surface water run-on will be controlled by temparary berms or other
dwersmn stmchwes. Mlgratmn of contammatlts through run-off will
be rmttgated by sediment filters or siltation fences.
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Wastes will be packagedand shipped according to the waste acceptancecriteria of the
disposal facility, as well as applicable requirementsof DOE, U.S. Department of Transportation
(DOT), and New Jersey transportation regulations. Excavated materials from the vicinity
properties will be placed in trucks for transport to the on-site rail spur at MISS, where they will
be loaded into rail cars for transport to the disposal facility by rail in bulk form. Appropriate
precautions will be used to prevent the spread of contamination.
The exteriors of all vehicles will be surveyed for radioactive contamination, and any
vehicles exceeding applicable contamination criteria will be decontaminatedbefore going onto
public roads. Transportation routes will be established, and an emergency responseplan will
be developed and coordinated with appropriate local fire and police departments. During all
truck travel on public roads, truck beds will be covered by tarpaulins to contain contaminated
materials and avoid dust generation and release. The excavated materials are not expected to
be classified as radioactive under DOT criteria, becausethe average activity concentrations of
each truckload or railcar are expected to be well below 2,000 pCi/g, the lower limit established
by the DOT for defining radioactive materials2
The removal action will be conducted in a phased approach to remediate logical
groupings of properties (e.g., groups of adjacent properties) in a sequential manner. This
approach will be designed to minimize disturbance to property owners and maximize the
efficiency and safety of construction activities. To the extent practicable, excavation and
construction activities will be carried out to minimize the disturbance of important site features,
such as mature trees, buildings and structures, and to accommodate specific concerns of the
property owners. Temporary relocation of residentswill be provided, where appropriate, during
the excavation and construction period.
In situations where limited areasof soil contaminated above criteria are present only as
subsurfacelenses beneath a much larger layer of clean soil or beneath buildiig foundations or
mature trees, detailed property-specific analyses will be developed to evaluate the potential for
leaving these materials in place. Such supplemental criteria would be recommended on a caseby-case basis only where they would present no unacceptable risks to human health or the
environment, as documented in property-specific hazard assessments,and would be coordinated
with EPA and stateregulatory authorities. Supplemental criteria may be proposed for situations
where limited quantities of residual radioactive materials occur in locations which limit the
potential for human exposure, and the cost to remove these materials to the primary criteria is
disproportionately high relative to potential risk reduction benefits. For example, such criteria
might be applied in the case of a localized area of subsurface soil contamination beneath a
mature tree. Similarly, residual radionuclide concentrations could exceed the primary cleanup
criteria in small localized areas, so long as the average concentrations (over any 100 m* area)
remain below these limits (DOE 1990).

2Although mdividwd samples have exceeded 2000 pCi/g total activity, the average activity of any transport
vehicle should be.well below this limit.
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In summary, the proposed removal action will include the following activities:

(1)

Preparation of detailed work plans/instructions and health and safety plan.

(2)

Preparation of appropriatedecontaminationfacilities to clean equipment and tools
used m excavation and transport activities.

(3)

Delineation of approximate boundariesof contamination to be excavated at each
property. Activities may include additional radiological surveys to supplement
existing data, as needed, and establishment of control areas surrounding
excavation sites to meet health and safety requirements.

(4)

Excavation of contaminatedmaterials exceedingsite-specific cleanup criteria from
the affected vicinity properties.

(5)

Analysis of samples of the excavated materials to confirm compliance with
regulatory requirements and waste acceptancecriteria of the disposal facility.

03

Loading of excavated materials into trucks for local transport to the on-site rail
spur at MISS.

(7)

Transfer of excavated materials into railcars at the MISS rail spur. Staging
operations will be conducted to limit the volume of wastes awaiting shipment to
1000 yd3 at any time, and to ship all staged wastes prior to the end of any
construction season.

(8)

Rail transport to the off-site commercial disposal facility for permanent disposal.

(9)

Survey and sampling of excavatedareasto verify that site-specific cleanupcriteria
have been achieved.

(10)

Restoration of excavated areaswith clean soil, revegetation, etc., in accordance
with the agreement establishedwith each property owner.

(11)

Envrronmental monitoring will be implemented throughout the removal action to
ensure compliance with all pertinent requirements. Appropriate mitigative
measures will be used to reduce potential adverse environmental impacts and
health risks.
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7. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

IN THE DECISION-MAKING

PROCESS

The public, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, New Jersey Department of
Environmental Protection, and other state and local government officials were invited to review
this document during a 30-day public comment period which began July 17, 1995, and ended
August 16, 1995. DOE has evaluated and responded to comments received during this public
comment period, including input regarding the preferred alternative and considerations for
carrying out the proposed action. A summary or comments received and DOE’s responses is
provided in Appendix E.
After careful review of the comments received, DOE has decided to implement the
removal action described in Section 6: removal of the materials exceeding cleanup criteria from
the selected vicinity properties and transportation to an off-site commercial disposal facility.
Information repositories and administrative record tiles for the Maywood site have been
established at the following locations:
l
l

Maywood Public Library, 459 Maywood Avenue, Maywood, NJ;
DOE Public Information Center, 43 West Pleasant Avenue, Maywood, NJ.

Copies of this EE/CA document and all related public comments are available at each of these
locations.
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APPENDIX

A

FLOODPLAINS AND WETLANDS ASSESSMENT
FOR REMOVAL OF CONTAMINATED
MATERIALS
FROM VICINITY PROPERTIES AT THE MAYWOOD SITE
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A.1

INTRODUCTION

The Maywood site is comprised of properties in the boroughs of Maywood and Lodi and
the township of Rochelle Park in Bergen County, New Jersey. The site includes the Maywood
Interim Storage Site (MISS) and several vicinity properties, including the adjacent Stepan
Company property and numerous residential, commercial, and governmental properties. MISS
1s owned by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and is used for the storage of radiologically
contaminated soil removed from several vicinity properties during previous interim actions.
Radiological contamination at the Maywood site resulted from thorium processing operations
conducted at the former Maywood Chemical Works (MCW) from 1916 to 1959, and the
transport of radioactive materials by natural processes (i.e., air and water) and its relocation
through human activities. Responsibility for the Maywood site was assigned to DOE by
Congress under the Energy and Water Development Act of 1984.
This assessment evaluates the potential floodplains and wetlands impacts of an interim
removal action proposed by DOE to be conducted at vicinity properties associated with the
Maywood site. It serves to inform the public of the proposed removal activities and to present
measures or alternatives to the proposed action which may lessen or mingate adverse impacts,
m accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 1022. A Notice of Involvement was previously
published in the Federal Register on July 6, 1993 (58 FR 36192), announcing that DOE was in
the process of proposing options for the remediation of radiological contamination at the
Maywood site. Four of the vicinity properties affected by the proposed removal actton are
located within the lOO-yr floodplain of the Saddle River (99 Garibaldi Avenue, 106 Columbia
Lane, Fireman’s Memorial Park, and J.F. Kennedy Park); the lOO-yr flood was chosen as the
criterion of evaluation for floodplain effects because no critical actions, as defined in 10 CFR
1022, would occur as a result of the remediation of the Maywood site. Although wetlands are
present within some areas of the Maywood site, no wetlands are present at the vicinity properties
considered for the proposed removal action and no wetlands would be impacted by the proposed
removal action.
A.2

PROPOSED ACTION

The DOE proposes to remove contaminated soil and debris from 37 non-DOE-controlled
vicinity properties and transport these materials to a permanent disposal facility. These
properties include 31 residential vicinity properties (one of which has been partially remediated),
the unremediated portion of the Ballod property, three parks, a fire station, and a highway rightof-way. Although the contaminated materials at these properties are believed to pose no
stgniflcant near-term threats to the public or the environment, DOE has determined that
expedited response action to remove these materials (i.e., prior to remediation of the entire
Maywood site) would reduce the potential for release of contaminants from these properties into
the environment and minimize the related threats to human health and the environment. DOE
previously removed contaminated materials from 25 residential vicinity properties at the site
during 1984 through 1986, and the proposed action would complete cleanup actions for all
residential vicinity properties associated with the Maywood site.
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This proposed action is one component of a comprehensrvecleanupprogram planned for
the Maywood site. Implementation of the remaining comprehensive cleanup measures will
follow the completion of a remedial investigation/feasibility study (RI/FS) process. The RI/FS
process will conclude with the issuance of a record of decision (ROD) that will identify the
selectedremedy for all contamination present at the Maywood site. The RI/FS process is being
conducted according to the requirements of the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA), as amended by the Superfund Amendments and
Reauthorization Act (SARA). In addition, DOE has chosen to integrate the values of the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), which assurethat the socio-economic and potential
cumulative impacts of a proposed action are consideredas part of the decision-making process
for that action. The proposed interim removal action is consistent with the overall cleanup
strategy for the site.
A.3

FLOODPLAIN

DlWXIl’TION

AND EFFECTS

The Saddle River is the major body of water into which the Maywood site properties
drain, via Westerly Brook and Lodi Brook. Figure A-l shows the site area, the drainage basins
of Westerly and Lodi brooks, and the location of the Saddle Rrver. Much of the original
floodplains of Westerly Brook, Lodi Brook and Coles Brook are developed. The lOO-yr
floodplain for the Saddle River (including the southern end of Lodi Brook and the western end
of Westerly Brook) is the only 100~yrfloodplain (Figure A-2) in the immediate area that has
been delineated on flood insurance maps by the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA 1981 and 1984). The floodplains associatedwith the open channel portion of Westerly
Brook north of MISS and Coles Brook are outside the lOO-yr floodplain but within the 3%yr
floodplain of the Saddle River (U.S. Department,of Housing and Urban Development 1977).
The proposed removal action would only affect properties in the floodplains of Lodi Brook and
the Saddle River.
Lodi Brook is a perennial stream that begins in a low marshy area on commercial
properties adjacent to MISS. From there, the brook flows southward through a box culvert, and
remains underground except for small sections on both sides of Interstate 80, a small section
along Route 17, and south of J.F. Kennedy Park. The brook joins the Saddle River downstream
of the confluence of Westerly Brook and the Saddle River. Portions of four vicinity properties
affected by the proposed removal action at the southern end of Lodi Brook are located in the
lOO-yr floodplain of the Saddle River (Figure A-2). These are the only properties associated
with the proposed removal action within a lOO-yr floodplain.
The proposed removal action would affect less than 1 hectare (2.5 acres) of the
floodplains of the Saddle River and Lodi Brook. Based on the small size and isolated nature of
the contaminated areas within the floodplain of the Saddle River and Lodi Brook that are
designated for remediation under the proposed removal action, excavation and construction
activities in the floodplain are not expected to cause any significant impacts. No permanent
structures would be constructed in the floodplain, stream flow would not be obstructed by
remediation activities, and all stream channels and associated floodplains would be returned to
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Figure A-l.
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Figure A-2. loo-Year Flood Zones in the Maywood Area
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their original contours, revegetated and stabilized, and would retain their original capacity for
retention of floodwater. The proposed removal action should not increase stream flow, impede
flow, or cause upstream or downstream flooding.
Excavation of contaminated soil from vicinity properties partially located in the lt%yr
floodplain of the Saddle River would not subject lives or property to an increased risk of
flooding. Restoration of the drainageways and affected floodplams to their original contours and
original channel profiles would maintain existing flood protection benefits.

A.4

WETLANDS DESCRIPTION

AND EFFECTS

Wetlands wrthin the geographic scope of the Maywood site identified on the New Jersey
Department of Environmental Protection Freshwater Wetland Maps (Hackensack SW) are shown
in Figure A-3. These maps indicate the presence of wetlands on MISS and on properties in the
immediate vicinity of MISS. No wetlands included on National Wetland Inventory maps
compiled by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service are within the geographic scope of the Maywood
site.
No wetlands are known to be associated with the vicinity properties included in the
proposed removal action, and the proposed action would result in no adverse impact to wetlands.

A.5

ALTERNATIVES

FOR THE PROPOSED REMOVAL ACTION

Alternatives identified for the proposed removal action included: (1) no action; and (2)
expedited removal of the contaminated materials from the affected vicinity properties and off-site
commercial disposal of the wastes. Alternative 2 has been selected as the proposed action.
Under the no-action alternative, no remediation would occur at the Maywood site vicinity
properties until the record of decision for the Maywood site is issued; remediation of these
properties would be conducted as a component of the site-wide cleanup activities. This
alternative would result in no near-term disturbance of any floodplains or wetlands areas.
However, concentrations of radioactive contaminants of concern would remain at levels above
DOE criteria, including areas within the lOO-yr floodplain, and the potential for the inadvertent
spread of contamination would remain.
The expedited removal alternative involves the excavation of soils contaminated above
site-specific cleanup criteria [i.e., residual concentrations may not exceed 5 pCi/g above
background for thorium-232 and radium-226 combined (the primary contaminants of concern),
averaged over any area of 100 m* and any 15cm depth interval] at each of the affected vicinity
properties. Excavation activities at four properties at the southern end of Iodi Brook (99
Garibaldi Avenue, 106 Columbia Lane, Fireman’s Memorial Park, and J.F. Kennedy Park)
would occur within the IOO-yr floodplain of the Saddle River (Figure A-2) during the proposed
removal action. After the initial disturbance from excavation and backfill, the adverse effects
of remediation would be mitigated.
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The approximate boundariesof excavation on each property would be establishedbased
on existing radiological data, supplementedby additional radiological survey activities conducted
pnor to and during excavation. Each property owner’s consentto remove the contaminated soil
from the property would be securedthrough an accessagreementdefining DOE’s responsibilities
and liabilities with regard to the cleanup. Appropriate measureswill be employed to reduce
potential adverseimpacts on the environment and minimize health risks, including surface water
(run-off/run-on) controls, erosion controls, and dust controls. Following removal of
contaminated soils, the excavated areas would be backfilled with clean soil, and restored
according to the agreement establishedwith each property owner (e.g., establishment of grass,
repair of asphalt or concrete surfaces, fence repair or replacement, etc.). Environmental
monitoring would be implemented throughout the removal action to ensure comphance with all
pertinent requirements.
All areasexcavatedin the floodplain would be restored to their natural contours to ensure
that the proposed actton would not subject lives or property to any increased risk of flooding.
On completion of remediation activities, the affected floodplain areas would be stabilized by
seeding and mulching in accordance with New Jersey soil erosion and sediment control
standards. Areas in floodplains would not be used for storage purposes.
Excavated materials would be transported off-site for disposal at a commercial disposal
facility. Off-site disposal facilities under consideration for thesewastes would be located in the
arid portions of the western United States. No adverseimpacts to floodplains or wetlands would
result from the proposed off-site disposal.
A.6

SUMMARY

AND CONCLUSIONS

The proposedremoval of residual radioactive materials above site-specific cleanupcriteria
from vicinity properties at the Maywood site would require activity in a very small area
(approximately 1 ha) within the lOO-yr floodplain of the Saddle River and Lodi Brook.
Remediation activities would result in minor short-term and temporary impacts to floodplains,
but would not increase stream flow under base-flow or storm-flow conditions, or causeupstream
or downstream flooding. Impacts to floodplains would be mitigated through best management
practices to control erosion and siltation. Following remediation, any affected stream areas or
drainageways and associated floodplains would be returned to their original contours and
stabrlized by permanent seedingand mulching in accordancewith New Jersey soil erosion and
sediment control standards.
The proposed removal action would not be expected to impact any identified wetlands.
Wetlands which may be affected during the future comprehensive remediation of the overall
Maywood site would be controlled through a proactive wetlands mitigation plan designed
specifically to restore or enhancethe current functions of all affected wetlands.
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Table B-l.
Potential Requtrement

(Continued)

Description

Det~tIIUlItIhOU

COlNlleUtS

Fisb and Wildlife
Cwrdlnalian
Act (16 USC
661-568,40
CFR 6.302(e),
so CFR 27)

Requires conmllstionwbc”
federal dcpaament or agency
pmposes or authonzcr my “wJl,icaho”
of any stream or
olhsr wmr body, and adequate pmvido”
for pmtectio” of
,iah and wddbfe raourccs
Lsu ac,mm pmhtbited r”
areas belonging ,o Natmml Wddhfe Retuge System.

Not I
requimmen,

The pmposed a&n does no, rcquirc modificatm”
of a”y ~nrcam or other w&r body. Site II no, 1”
the Nalional Wddlife Rchrgc System.

Endangered Species AC, (16
USC 1531~1544,50
CFR
17 402,40 CFR 6 302(h))

Federal agcncua mud ensure 6x1 any action aulhorlzcd,
funded, or canicd cm, by ulc agency is no, likely to
jeaprrdrze
Le conhnucd ex&e”ce of any threatened or
endangered apcczea or dealmy or adversely modnfy r.“y
critical hab6at.

Not a
req”lnme”l

No crbioal habitat exists in the affected area, and
no adverse impaca on thrcatcncd or endangered
species u-e expected ta rend, fmm Lc pmposcd
X,IO”

Clean Water AC,. Dredge or
Fdl Req”ireme”ts
(33 USC
1251-1387,40
CFR 230-231,
33 CFR 320-330)

Requima pcrrmu for d,scharge of drrdged
nno wa,crs of the Unikd Stafes, inoludmg

Not a
rtq”lnmc”,

No julisclictional weSands are prrse”,
affectid by tic pmpoacd action.

Pmkclio”
of Wellands
(Exeo”lwc order 11990.40
CFR 6 302(a))

Federal agencies must wad. to lhc maximum enen,
parable, a”y adverse impacts asmctated with tic
destruction or loss of wetlands and rhc suppa” of new
com,mcl,o”
1” wctlanda ,f a praslicable altemalivc cxisls

Nat a
l%%p,lW”~“,

No jurisdic,iowd
wcllsnda me present in the area
affecrd by ,bc pmpascd action.

Wlldemcsa Act (16 USC
,131; 50 CFR35.l)

Adrmnweers
“lpCl.%

Nat a
requlrcmc”,

No wddemess IM exista an-&e “I adJacenl lo de
area affected by the pmposcd ac,m”

Nabonal Wildlife Refi~ge
System (16 USC 668.50
CFR 27)

Retiots

~~CIIVI~ICLIwithin L Nrdm~l

Not a
lrq”lnme”,

No Natloml Wildbfe Refuge ata exista on-site or
adjacent to the area affected by the pmposed
BChO”

sccnlc RNC~ Act (16 USC
1271, 40 CFR 6.302(e))

Pmhibitll

adverse impaorr o” a scenic river.

No, a
requirement

No scenic river exists cm-see or adjacent to the
arca affected by the pmposed aotion

Cowal Zone Management
Act (16 USC 1451)

Requires that sctin,ies within coastal m”c be conduckd
accorda”cc With Hate-appmved
““magemc”,
program.

Not a
req”“t”le”,

Alkclcd

federally

ovmcd wddcmcss

or Ii11 malenal
wetlands

area9 m avoid

Wildlife

Refuge

in

in ule ana

raea is no, located m the coastal wne.

Table B-l.
Potential

Requirement
,
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+A~~~EI~&.E~IENT~

,I,
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Description
,,
I
,‘,
:,,

,a
I,,;-?,

(Continued)

,,
j , f

:,

Determmation
II,,
I
I ,I : , , ,,‘;

Comments
,/
I, I; ,,,
, ,
,:I,‘:,

‘,,‘,,
j’:

‘, :::, , ,,, ,:,,,
y
, ,, I , ‘, :,

,’

New Jersey Hazardous
Uatcnals Tmransporlatton
Regulatmns (WAC +,,lc 7)

Estabhshca the rcqwements
for tmnspotitmn
of
hazardous (mcludmg mdmactwe) ma,enals
Materials
n&ted
by the Atomic Energy Aot and hazardous
chemicals may no, be ,mnspor(cd thmugh 6x ank of New
Jersey wurthaut prior runtten approval by all authan,~cs
havinS+drc,ion
in such matten and by the New Icracy
Dcpattm.nt of Enwromnental
Pmtcctlon

Appbcable

Apphcablc lo tinqotitxm
of mdmaclive matenaIl
off-me.
The state of New Jersey has not offliclally
adopted Lc Federal Hazardous Materials
Tmqom,,on
Rcgulat,ons, &imugh for Lc nwst
part the Federal rrgulahons have been mcorpamted
into the New Ieracy rcgulalmna.

New lcmy
Regulatmns

ProhIbiti ulc dimbarge of petroleum
substances to land and w&r

Apphcablc

No dwhargc afpetmleum
or hazardous mntenals
IS planned for the proposed removal action. Any
acc,denUl spillage would be mitigaled in
accardancc Wllb lhcsc nqwemc”,~

Spill Prevcn*,on
(NJAC 7.lR.I

and other hazardous

New Jcmy Surfme Water
Qualay Standards (NIAC
7 9Ll)

Eritabbsbcr numcrionl cribna
pcdlvtanLI in surface watcn

for the control of toxic

New Icmy Sod Erosion and
Sedlmcd Con,ml S,au,C
(NISA 429-39)

?aquircs the implementation
of soil emsmn and sed,mcn,
wn,ml measuns whenever more than SW0 P of land
aurfacc is dmtwbcd
Adrmmstercd by local sod
~~,tsw,a,,~~ d,str,ela of Ihe stale Dept. of ASnculNre

Applicable

Apphcable

All cxcavahon and eonstmction aclivdua undcrlhc
pmposcd removal action would be conducted usmS
e.ppmpdae emsmn and ssdlmcntatian controla.

Appbcablc

All vehicles and cqurpmen,used
during ulc
pmpoaed removal action would med tbcsc
requ,reme”ts.
No PCmla”C”, ac pollution so”lTcs
would be asscaalcd w,lh this action.

New kmy
Slream
Encmachment Permit
Program (NJAC 7~78-7.6)

Appltcable

Ihc proposed removal aot,on may repwe
placement of 611 in atran* or flocdplains.

New Ieney Water Supply
Allocation Pemd,a (NJAC
7:19-1.1)

Appboable

The proposed removal action potcnhally may
include drvqsion of surface waters addressed by
thrs requirement

Niw lcrse.y Uniform
conslmolion
code
Rcgulattons (NJAC 5 23)

Appbcablc

The proposed removal ac,,on would be expected lo
requrn undclpmning of some buitdmgs or
muo~ns
during excavation actnitw .

the

’

Table B-l.
Potential Requirement

(Continued)

Descriptmn

New Jersey Road Impas
Regulations (NJAC 16 415 1,71)

Appbcablc

New Jersey Noise Control
Regulations (NIAC 729-I)

Estabbshcs noise level limitations
commemml operaions.

for mduanal

and

Appbcablc

The proposed nmoval action would be conducted
m compbancc with all nmse bmtlat~~ns

New Jersey Pollutant
Discharge Regulatmns
WAC 7.14A)

Eatabliahcs contmla snd permmmg nquiremcnta for
discharge of pollulanu ,o surface or gmund waten

No, a
requirement

No disohagcs lo surface or gmund water are
planned for the pmporcd removal achrm, and
controla will be implemented to prcvcn, discharges
of contaminated &xmwa,cr
Source, bypmk.,,
and special nuclear malcrial regulated under the
AEA an not ngulakd by Uris pmgram

New Jersey Gmundwater
Quality Standards (NJAC 7.96 0

Estabbshcs numcncal cnkxia for Ihe con,ml of toxic
pollutanLI in gmundwatcr
Stafc criteria for radionuclides
art equivalent fo federal SDWA cn,&.

No, a
requircmcn,

The pmpowd nmoval a&n includes excava,ion
of swfsce and near-surface sods. No impac, to
groundwater ,I antictpated
Any rcmcdiauon of
gmundwalcra
the Maywood
ate would bc
addresscdundcrlhc
comprehcnsiveRUFS
program.

New Jersey Drinking Water
Quslily Standards (NJAC
7:10-1)

Estabbshcs numerical criteria for the control of
contnmmnl~
I” dnnkmg wakr.
Sls,e oritcria for
ndmnucbdes are equivalent 10 federal SDWA cnlcna.

The proposed removal aclion would
drinking wa,er quab,y

New kncy S,omw.Ur
Palln,ion Prevention
Reguladons (NIAC 7.14A3.1)

Estabbshcs Irquirements
for pernuts to dwharge of
stormwater associated with industrial w.IIw,ies fo storm
SCWC~ and other outlcu lhat drain ,o rccciving surface
water.

The proposed removal nctlon would be conduotcd
to minnmze my stomwater
discharge. ‘fbc ama
dwoxbed during the excwatwn activities would be
below the thrcsbold for these requirements
However, the pmposed removal aclivitica would
comply wlh the ,smu of the New Icrsey General
Pcmu, for Cons,mctlon Activities.

New Jersey Frcshwr.,er
Wetlands Permit Program
(NJAC 7 ‘IA-1 1 I)

Requn’es pemu, 10 engage in any rcgula(cd aotivdy in and
amund freshwater wetlands and associated ,rans&m areas
(opemtca ,” bcu of *c “.S Army CoE program )

No, a
req”lremerd

No Jundlctiom~

New yeney Well Permi, and
Well Closure Regulattom
(MAC 58 4A-4.1)

Establishes requirements for the dnlbng and closure of
waler wells and the hccnsmg of water well dnllem

Nat a
n?q”uwne”,

No drilling or clasun of waler wclla is mcluded
the pmposcd removal actmn

wetlands

am

affecmd by the proposed a&n
mpacts would be an,ionpa,ed.

no, impao,

presentin’thearea
and no wetlands

m
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C.l

INTRODUCTION

Potential radiation doses were assessedfor current and likely future exposure conditions
under each of the Alternatives considered in the Engineering Evaluation/Cost Analysis (BE/CA)
for the selected Maywood vicinity properties. This evaluation included potential exposures to
remedial action workers during the implementation of the proposed removal action and potential
exposures to residents or site occupants following completion of the removal action.
Alternatives considered in this FE/CA include:
0 Alternative 1, No Action: Under this Alternative, no remedial action would be
undertaken at these vicinity properties until the Record of Decision (ROD) for the overall
Maywood ‘site is completed. Residual radioactive materials above site-specific criteria
would continue to be present and current exposure conditions would continue.
l
Alternative 2, Excavation and Commercial Disposal: Under this Alternative, residual
radioactive materials above site-specific criteria (5 pCi/g above background for thorium232 and radium-226 combined, and 1CKlpCi/g for total uranium) would be excavated and
removed from these vicinity properties for off-site commercial disposal.

The following sections summarize the dose assessment for each alternative, including
characterrzation of the radionuclide source term, determination of appropriate exposure
conditions for each alternative, and estimates of potential doses for each alternative.
C.2

ALTERNATIVE

1: POTENTIAL

RADIATION

EXPOSURES AND DOSES

Under Alternative 1, no action would be taken to remediate the vicinity properties until
a final decision is made regarding remediation of the overall Maywood site. This alternative
involves no immediate change in current exposures to radioactive materials at these properties.
A comprehensive analysis of the potential radiation exposures under the No Action Alternative
for current and likely future conditions at these vicinity properties is provided in the Baseline
Risk Assessment (BRA) for the Maywood site (DOE 1993). The BRA analysis did not consider
each of the individual vicinity properties, but rather grouped similar properties into “property
units”, based on factors such as land use and contaminant levels; property units for the vicinity
properties considered in this ElYCA include residential properties (Units 1 and 2), municipal
properties (Unit 4), and the Ballod property (Unit 6B). The assumptions and results of the BRA
for these property units are summarized below.
Mean and Reasonable Maximum Exposure @MB) estimates of radionuclide
concentrations in surface and subsurface soils at each of these property units are presented in
Table C-l. As summarized in Table C-2, the BRA analysis predicts potential radiation doses
ranging from < 1 to 246 mrem/year to current receptors at the vicinity properties considered in
this EEYCA. Under a future use scenario where a residence is established on the unremediated
portion of the Balloti property, potential doses could be up to 2800 mrem/yr. These estimates
are based upon conservative assumptions (i.e., assumptions more likely to overestimate, rather
65

Table C-l.

Radionuclide Concentrations in Soil (above background).

Residential

Mumpal

unit 1

2.88

0.52

3.39

1.57

0.30

2.32

unit 2

9.05

1.08

8.43

5.53

0.74

5.15

unit 4

1.21

0.17

0.96

2.11

0.11

0.84

Unit6B

ND

ND

ND

69.81

0.39

84.71

Umt 1

3.51

0.60

3.73

1.90

0.36

2.60

Umt 2

11.3

1.25

10.58

7.25

0.86

unit 4

1.91

0.24

1.21

3.06

0.15

ND

ND

Parks

B&d
RME Concentrations
Reside&al

Mumcipal Parks
B&Id

Umt6B

~

6.70
1.08

ND
185.
0.86
228.
Short-hved decay products are assumed to be ~1 saxlar qudlbnum With em& ot the Parent
radionucbdes, and uranium-235 and its decay products are LXSSUIIXXI
to be present at 5 96 of the U238 concentration in each case.
ND = No Data

notes:

Table C-2. Potential Radiation Doses for the No-Action Alternative.

Residential

Munmpal Parks
B&d

unit 1

6

12

6

12

unit 2

51

246

51

246

Umt 4

0.3

5

32

54

urut 6B

2

10

1060
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than underestimate, actual radiation doses). For the current use scenarios, the receptors were
assumedto include a resident at the residential properties, and a transient individual occasionally
visiting the site for the municipal and Ballod properties; for future use conditions, residential
exposures were assumed at all properties. Additional details are provided in the BRA (DOE
1993).
C.3

ALTERNATIVE

2: POTENTIAL

RADIATION

EXPOSIIRES

AND DOSES

Under Alternative 2, contaminated soil and debris would be excavated from the vicinity
properties. Following excavation, all contaminated materials would be transported off-site to
an appropriately licensed commercial disposalfacility. For this alternative, estimatesof potential
radiation dose have been evaluated for a remedial action worker and a member of the public
during implementation of the removal action, and for the public following completion of the
removal action.
Potential Radiation Dose to the Remedial Action Worker
For Alternative 2, the maximum potential exposure would be received by the remedial
action worker during implementation of the removal action (e.g., during excavation and
construction activities). Potential exposure pathways for the worker include direct external
exposure, inhalation of resuspendedparticulates, inhalation of radon decay products, and
incidental soil ingestion. All activities associatedwith the implementation of Alternative 2 would
be conducted according to the site-specific health and safety plan to protect workers and the
public. The potential radiation doses to workers conducting the removal action would be kept
as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA) by strict compliance with environmental, safety, and
health protection guidelmes and appropriateengineeringpractices for radiation protection. Since
these factors are not considered in this assessment,actual exposures are expected to be well
below the estimates presentedhere.
The potential radiation dose to workers implementing the proposed removal action was
estimated using the RESRAD computer code (Version 5.6)(Yu et al., 1993a). For the purpose
of this evaluation, radionuclide concentrationsin contaminated soils were considered separately
for the Ballod property and all other residential and municipal properties considered in this
EE/CA due to the much higher contaminant concentrations at Ballod. Soil concentrations for
the residential and municipal vicinity properties are conservatively assumedto be 11.3 pCi/g for
thonum-232, 10.6 pCi/g for uranium-238, 1.25 pa/g for radium-226 (i.e., the maximum value
reported in Table C-l for Units 1, 2, and 4, for each radionuclide). For the Ballod property,
radionuclide concentrationsof 185 pCi/g for thorium-232,228 pCi/g for uranium-238, and 0.86
pCi/g for radium-226 were assumed(DOE 1993). In eachcase, short-lived decayproducts were
assumed to be in equilibrium with the parent radionuclide, and uranium-235 and its decay
products were assumedto be presentat 5 % of uranium-238 concentration (i.e., based on typical
isotopic distributions for natural uranium). Potential exposure pathways considered in this
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evaluation included external gamma exposure, inhalation of contaminated dust and radon gas,
and incidental ingestion of contaminated soil.
It was assumed that the hypothetical worker receiving the maximum exposure would
spend a maximum of 1500 hours per year (8 hours/day x 5 days/week x 9 months/year) in the
contaminated area at the residential and municipal vicinity properties. For the remediation of
the Ballad property, a total exposure duration of 500 hours was assumed. It was assumed that
the remedial action worker would have a breathing rate of 1.2 m3/hour, and would be exposed
to an average concentration of contaminated particulates in air of 100 pg/ti. The worker was
also assumed to ingest contaminated soil at a rate of 100 mglday as a result of incidental handto-mouth contact. Exposure assumptions are summarized in Table C-3 and site-specific
geotechnical parameter assumptions are summarized in Table C-4.
The maximum radiation dose to the hypothetical worker from exposure to site
contaminants during removal activities at the residential and municipal vicinity properties was
estimated at 38 mrem/year (84% from external gamma exposure and 13% from inhalation of
contaminated dust). The maximum dose to the hypothetical remedial action worker at the Ballad
property was estimated at 198 mrem/year (83% mrem/year from external gamma exposure, 15%
from inhalation of contaminated dust, and 1.5 % from incidental ingestion of contaminated soil).
These dose estimates to the hypothetical worker experiencing the maximum exposure are
based on very conservative (health protective) exposure assumptions. They do not take into
account mitigative measures (such as dust suppression, respiratory protection, protective
clothing) which would be used during the proposed removal action. The potential radiation
doses to workers performing the removal action would be kept as low as reasonably achievable
(ALARA) by appropriate health physics practices and by strict compliance with DOE
environmental, safety, and health protection guidelines. Mitigative measures would be
implemented to minimize the amount of airborne contamination. Workers also would wear
respiratory protection equipment, if necessary,to reduce the likelihood of inhaling contaminated
particulates, and lapel air monitors would be worn to verify the safety of the working
environment. A comprehensive personnel dosimetry program would be implemented to monitor
all radiation exposures and doses to workers throughout the removal action. Therefore, actual
exposures and risks would be significantly lower than the estimates presented above.

During construction and transportation activities associatedwith Alternative 2, a resident
or employee at the affected properties or a nearby property could receive a radiation dose above
normal background exposure. The primary exposure pathway for the off-site public would be
inhalation of contaminated dust. The dose to the off-site receptor from external gamma radiation
would be negligible because the external gamma exposure rate decreasesrapidly with distance
from the source.
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Table C-3. Site-Specific Exposure Parameter Assumptions for Alternative 2’.

‘The bus for assumed parameter values IS dwcussed m the Baseline Risk Assessment @OE 1993).

a.9noted in text.
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except

Table C-4. Site-Specific Geotechnical Assumptions”
p,&,&

,‘> I;,

; .

^ ,,1,“

Contammatedmne total porosrty

,‘:pis‘s;ined\iaiue ~;’ I:I
0.45

Contaminated zone hydraulic conducttwty

1.23 m/yr
0.45

satmated ulne total pwos1ty

123 mlyr

Sahlmted zone hydmuhc conductwty

0.01

Sahmted zone hydraulic gradient

1 to 4.6 m (1 m assumed)

unsahlmted zone thickness
unsaturated zone total porosity

0.45

Unsatm-ated zone effectwe porosity

0.26

Unsaturated zone hydraubc conductwty

1.23 mfyr

Preapltatmn Rate

1.07 m/yr

Runoff Coefficient

0.25
1.6 g/cm3

Sod density

6 7.10s mlyr

Soil erouon rate b
Dlstnbution

cceffnent,

Thorium - 60,000
Radium - 450
Ummum - 450
Lead - 900
A&mum - 1,500
Protactinium-2,500

I<d ’

‘Assumed parameter values are taken from the Baseline Risk Assessment (DOE 1993), except as noted.
bReference: Yu et al. 1993b
‘Reference: Baes et al. 1984; Sheppard and Thibault 1990
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The radiation dose to the maximally exposed member of the public during the removal
action, therefore, would be bounded by the inhalation dose to the removal action worker
discussed previously. The maximum incremental radiation dose to the general public from
implementation of the proposed removal action is estimated to be less than 5 mrem/year for
Alternative 2. Again, appropriate health physics precautions and engineering measures would
be employed during all excavation, transportation, and disposal activities to minimize airborne
releases of radioactivity and protect the public from unnecessary exposure, so actual exposures
are likely to be even lower than estimated here.
Potential Radiation to the Public Followinr! the Removal Action
Following completion of the removal action, concentrations of all radionuclides of
concern in soils at the vicinity properties would be reduced to levels below the site-specific
criteria.
These concentrations would be similar to the range of naturally occurring
concentrations of these. radionuclides in the U.S. An estimate the potential radiation dose that
could result from these residual concentrations has been developed to ensure that the proposed
removal action will protect the public from any unacceptable radiation exposures over the longterm.
Site-specific cleanup criteria for the proposed removal action have been developed by
DOE and EPA. For these vicinity properties, the residual concentration of thorium-232 and
radium-226 combined may not exceed 5 pCi/g above background in surface or subsurface soils
(averaged over any area of 100 mz and any depth interval of 15 cm). DOE has also derived a
site-specific soil concentration limit for uranium of 100 pCi/g (total uranium); however, since
uranium is generally co-located with thorium-232 at the Maywood site, and in similar or lower
concentrations (see Table C-l), it is likely that residual concentrations of uranium will be well
below this criterion. For the purpose of this analysis, residual concentrations of uranium-238
are assumed to be equivalent to residual concentrations of thorium-232. Based on the relative
magnitude of measured concentrations of thorium-232, radium-226, and uranium-238 in soils
are these properties, the residual source term is assumed to be 4 pCi/g for thorium-232, 1 pCi/g
for radium-226, and 4 pCi/g for uranium-238; all radroactive decay products are assumed to
be in secular equilibrium with the parent radionuclide, and uranium-235 (and decay products)
is assumed to be present at 5% of the uranium-238 concentration.
The residual radionuclide concentrations assumed for this analysis are considered to be
extremely conservative based on an analysis of post-remediation characterization data at similar
vicinity properties cleaned up during 1984 and 1985. A review of these data indicate that
residual concentrations of thorium-232 averaged approximately 2 pCi/g above background, and
radium-226 and uranium concentrations were generally at or near background levels; this is
despite the fact that these previous removal actions were based on cleanup criteria of 5 pCi/g
for thorium and radium in surface soils and 15 pCi/g in subsurface soils. Therefore, the source
term considered in this analysis may significantly overestimate actual concentrations following
completion of the removal action.
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Exposure assumptions for the residual dose assessment were selected to maintain
consistency with those previously approved in the Baseline Risk Assessment (DOE 1993) where
possible; parameters for which different assumptions were made to better reflect site-specific
conditions are discussed below. Key parameter values assumed for the residual risk analysis are
summarized in Tables C-3 and C-4.
Site-specific data were used to estimate the characteristics (area, depth, and thickness)
of the contaminated zone that would be left following remediation. Contaminated soils at many
of the vicinity properties along the former course of Lodi Brook are located below substantial
layers of clean till material. Following excavation of contaminated soils, the excavation sites
would be backfilled with clean soil (typically 1 to 3 m). For purposes of this analysis, it is
conservatively assumed that 1 meter of clean till would be emplaced over the residual radioactive
materials; results are also provided for a “minimum-cover” case, assuming a cover of only 0.15
m of clean fill. Site characterization data indicate that the average area of the remediated zone
at these properties would be approximately 300 m*, and the thickness of the residual radioactive
materials (i.e., the layer of soils with residual radionuclide concentrations below the 5 pCi/g
criterion but above background) would be approximately 0.6 m. Surface soils are assumed to
be subject to erosion, with an average erosion rate of 6 x IO5 m/year (Yu et al., 1993b),
represenhng a typical non-agricultural site with an average 2% slope.
Estimates of residual dose were derived both for the conditions immediately following
remediation, and also for the future time following remediation where the greatest residual risk
is predicted, out to a period of 1000 years. The 1000-year period was selected as a reasonable
maximum time horizon, as predictions at longer times become increasingly uncertain. Estimates
of total effective dose equivalent to potential residents at the site following completion of
remedial action are summarized in Table C-5.
Under expected conditions, the l-meter clean soil cover over residual contaminants
significantly limits potential exposure pathways. Direct gamma exposure is effectively shielded
by the soil cover and only small quantities of radon are released through the surface soils to
contribute to the effective dose equivalent (i.e., the indoor radon exposure pathway is estimated
to contribute - 100% of the total dose). Under the assumed minimum-cover conditions (i.e.,
0.15 m clean soiI cover over residual radioactive materials), external gamma exposure (- 6678%) and ingestion of homegrown produce from a garden in the remediated area (- 16-33%)
are the dominant exposure pathways following remediation; the dose is estimated to increase
slightly over time due to the assumed erosion of the clean soil cover. Again, these estimates are
based upon conservative assumptions, such that actual doses are expected to be even lower.
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Table C-5. Estimated Dose from Residual Soil Concentrations.

‘Expected condihon: 1 meter clean cover over residual mdioachve. maten&.
“Muumum-cover condihons: 0.15 m clean cover over residual radioachve materials.
‘First value representstime+
parenthetd value is maximum dose/risk over the pencd of analysis
(t= 1000 years), if different from t=O.

c.4
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Table D-l.

Cost Basis for ProposedRemoval Action (30-Year Cost, 1995$)

Disposal d

!

Transportation

d

.5,029,875

Site Inst. Controls,
Other Remedial

Surv. & M&t.

Action

Subtotal

Remedial

Remedial

Deswn *

Costs f

Action

’

53,126
2,979,924
23,002,946
2.300,295
5,900,806

other b
Subtotal

7,651,354

31,204,047

Project

Contmgency

(2S 5%)

Program

Support

TOTAL

COSTS

(15 5%)

7,801,012
5,850,759
$44,855,817

’ Includes all monitoring, sampling, a&y&,
and verification testmg.
b Includes mobilization,
demobilization,
and site preparation/development.
5 Includes utilhs.
etc.
d Assumes excavatmn volume of 28,613 y@ and a 30% expansion factor for excavated materials.
c Includes inshhltmnal controls, surveillance, and mamtenance activities for tbe removal actIon and O&M
periods.
‘Includes all field support reqwed for the removal actmn, such as site management, engmeering, tecbmcal
support, and environmental compltance.
‘ Includes all design engineering and support actwhs
(10% of remedial action cost [excluding momtonng]
assumed).
b Includes all home office support required for tbe removal action, such as program management,
engineering, tedmica support, and environmental
compliance.
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1. INTRODUCTION
On July 17, 1995 the United States (U.S.) Department of Energy (DOE) pubhshed an
Engineermg Evaluation/Cost Analysis (EE/CA) for the proposed removal of contammated
materials from residemud, mumcipal, and one commercial vrciuity properties at the Maywood
site. A number of comments were submitted to DOE over the 30-day comment period on the
EE/CA, which ended August 16, 1995. This responsiveness summary addresses the comments
received from the public durmg the comment period.
After careful review of the comments received, DOE has decided to implement actions
as described m the EELA, the selected alternative is excavation and offsite disposal of
contaminated materr& Removal of the material at the properties descrrbed in the EE/CA is
scheduled to begin in October 1995.
All comments received on the EEKA have been placed in the Admmistratrve Record file
for the Maywood site. The EEKA, which includes this responsiveness summary to public
comment, has also been placed in the Admrmstrative Record.
2. SCOPE AND ORGANIZATION

OF THE RESPONSIVENESS

SUMMARY

Eleven sets of comments were received during the comment period, including a petition
signed by 94 local resrdents. Many of the commentors expressed snnilar comments. To prevent
repetmon and yet provide responses to all comments and questions, the comments were grouped
under eight key subJect areas. The eight key subjects are listed below in relative order, from
most to least number of comments received:
Legality of the EEICA process
Requests for clarifying text
Cleanup criteria
Agreement with DOE’s proposed approach
Staging at MISS
Commumty participation
Removal action process
Cost of alternatives
In two cases, attachments supportmg the commentor’s position were submitted without
explanation. The mformation in these attachments was considered during the preparation of the
responsiveness summary, but specrfic responses were not developed for these attachments.

Fu.s085P/091594
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3. COMMENTS Ah’D RESPONSES
The format used to addresseach key SubJectarea consists of a summation in italimzed
text of the main concerns raised by the commentors, followed by DOE’s response. Table 1
provides an alphabetical listing of the individuals who submitted comments. The key subject
areas are presented and addressedm order, with the subject area receiving the most comments
addressedfirst.
Concerns and questions about the cleanup criteria to be used for the Maywood site and
requests for clarifying text m the EEKA on several Issues accounted for the maJority of
mdividual comments. A wide range of issueswere expressedon these key subject areas. To
keep the responsesfrom becoming too lengthy, these key areas have been further subdivided.
Table 1. List of Commentors
Carol and Frank Bierwk
(affected propertyowners)
Concerned C~tlzens of Maywood - petition signed by 94 local residents’
Angela Csrpenter
Uruted States Envuonmental Protection Agency, Region II
Carol Connell
Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry
Phylbs Fucbman
Radioactwe Waste Management Associates (RWMA),

on behalf of the Concerned Citizens of Maywood

Nicholas Marton
New Jersey Departmentof Envtronatental Protection
Michael Nolan, on behalf of ConcernedCitizens of Maywood
Diane and John Sartore
,(affectedproperty owners)
Wilbam P. Schuber
BergenCounty Executive
SteveTlffinger
BergenCounty Environmental Program Coordinator
Peter and Louise Tore11
’ Namesof signatoriesof the petition can be found in the Admimstmtwe Record
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3.1

Comments on the Legality of the EElCA Process

The Concerned Citizens of Maywood voiced concerns regarding the legality of the EEKA
process. Comments were submitted by Radioactive Waste Management Associates (RWMA) on
behalf of the Concerned Citizens, which called for DOE to withdraw the EEL4 and replace it
with “the more deliberative RI/FS process. I’ In addition to RJXK4’s comments, a petition
signed by 94 citizens was also submitted. The petition calls for no farther actions to be taken
at the Maywood site until a Record of Decision is reached.
RESPONSE:
All cleanup activities at the site are conducted under the requirements of the
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liabilities Act (CERCLA) and the
Federal Facilities Agreement (FFA) for the Maywood site signed by DOE and EPA. Under
CERCLA and the FFA, a variety of response actrons exist, including three types of removal
actions (emergency, time-critical, and nontime-crrtical) and remedial actions.
Remedial actions address an entire site and reqmre that a Remedral Investrgation (RI) report and
Feasibility Study (FS) be prepared to determine the nature and extent of contamination, and
evaluate alternatives to address the contamination. This is followed by publication of a Proposed
Plan for public comment, after which the responsible party publishes a Record of Decision
(ROD) which outlines the action to be taken at the site.
Removal actions also have certain documentation requnements that must be completed before
an action can begin. A non-time critical removal actron, like the one being proposed for the
cleanup of the Phase I propertms, requnes the preparation of an Engineering Evaluation/Cost
Analysrs which is similar to a feasibility study and proposed plan developed for remedial actions.
Also, an Action Memorandum is signed which, hke a Record of Decision, rdentifies the actions
to be implemented.
Removal actions can be taken to address portions of a site which is undergoing the remedial
lnvestigationlfeasrbihty study (RIIFS) process. When this is the case, CERCLA requires that
the removal action be consistent wn.h the final action to be taken at a site (i.e., the removal
actions should not be conducted if they will limit plausible options for addressing the site as a
whole). At the Maywood site, cleanup of the resrdenttal and municipal properttes is consrstent
with the range of optrons developed to address the entire site. As the lead agency, DOE can
implement removal actions, consistent with CERCLA requirements, without prior EPA approval.
EPA does, however, retain the authority to approve the final remedial action.
At the Maywood site both remedial and removal actions are bemg implemented; a remedial
investrgatron has been conducted, and the feasibility study for the entire site is underway. The
EElCA process conducted for the Phase I vrcimty properties is legal and fully compliant with
both CERCLA and the Federal Facilities Agreement (FFA) for the Maywood site. In
accordance with the FFA, DOE has the responsibility to identify and execute removal actions.
The Maywood residential and mumcrpal vrcmrty properties have been identified by DOE for a
removal action so that cleanup can proceed at the site as soon as possible.

NS08SP/091594
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3.2

Requests for Clarification

in the EEKA

Text

Several editorial comments and requests for clarification in the EEICA text were made by EPA
Region ZZ and the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry. With the exception of
typographical corrections and e&tonal suggestions, these comments are addressed individually
in the following indented text. In all cases, necessary revisions have been made to the final
EE/CA.

ATSDR commented that any statementsabout the maximum or average uramum-238
analyzed m the soil samples on the residential properties should be qualified since three
of the residential properties with the highest thorium-232 concentrations were not
analyzed for uranium-238.
RESPONSE: Text has been addedthat clarifies that not all properties were analyzed for

all constituents.
EPA requested that some discussion be provided relative to why unremediatedproperties
would not act as a source of contamination for downstream properties.

The sequenceof remediation selected for these properties has taken the
Issue of recontamination into account. In addition, active meawres to prevent the spread
of radioactive materials during excavation and removal will be taken. Preventative
measuressuch as silt fencesand berms will be used as necessaryto control surface water
run-on and run-off from the excavation areas.

RESPONSE:

EPA requested that a discussion be added relative to why the Ballad property is going
to be remeditied to residential levels in this action.

The Ballod property is included 111the proposed removal action because
It contains some of the highest levels of radioactivity found on any of the vicinity
properties at the Maywood site. While it IS currently a commercially zoned property,
the potential clearly exists for this property to become zoned as residential property in
the near future. In addlhon, there is currently a nursing home located next door to the
Ballod property. For thesereason, DOE is remediating the Ballod property to residential
cleanup criteria.
RESPONSE:

EPA requested that the EEKA clarify the rationale behind characterizing the properties
at 9 Hancock and 19 Redstone in the Remedial Investigation, but not designating them
for remedial action, and conversely, designating the property at 200 Brookdale but not
characterizing it under the Remedial Investigation.

The properties at 9 Hancock and 19 Redstonewere characterized because
they border designatedproperties. It was suspectedthat thorium might be present on
these border properties but sampling results from the characterization effort did not
support this suspicion. Thus, these properties were not designatedfor cleanup.

RESPONSE:
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The property at 200 Brookdale was formally destgnated after the Remedial Investlgatton
report was fmalized. The owner of 200 Brookdale also owns a commercial property that
is designated and was mcluded m the Remedial Investigation. It was determined that the
owner removed soils containmg radioactive constituents from his commercial property
to landscape around the garage at his residence.
EPA requested clarification on possible Department
classt~cation of the waste as radioactive.

of Transportation

(DOT)

RESPONSE: The determination of whether or not a material meets the DOT definition
of a radioactive material (> 2000 pCi/g) is based on the specific activity of the entire
contents of the “package.” During initial movement of the son from the vicinity
properties to the MISS rail spur, the “package” is a dump truck. For rail transportation
to the disposal site, the “package” is a rail car.
While some mdivtdual samples at the Maywood site may exceed 2,000 pCi/g, average
concentrations of any “package” of waste are expected to be much lower. Because of
the limited amount of soil w~tb specific activity above 2,000 pa/g (only certain places
on the Ballad property), no truck or rail car shipment is expected to have an average
specific activity greater than 2,000 pCi/g.
EPA requested clarification on the use of hazard assessments,particularly how they will
comply with the stated objective of certification of the properties for unrestricted use.
RESPONSE: There are cases where hazard assessmentsmay be utilized to demonstrate
that residual concentrations of radionuclides in soil may safely exceed the primary
cleanup criteria (5 pCi/g for radium-226 and thorium-232 combined). Such a case would
be areas of contamination which are located so that no significant exposures or health
risks are possible. Supplemental criteria would be considered when the drawbacks of
cleanup (e.g., increased risks to workers or the public, environmental damage, or
unreasonably high costs) outweigh the benefits of achievmg the primary cleanup standard.
Supplemental criteria may be developed, if appropriate, when there is no plausible
exposure pathway and no substantial dose to the public. In such cases, DOE may develop
supplemental criteria on a case-by-case basis, subject to EPA approval. Development
of supplemental criteria would require the use of hazard assessmentsto demonstrate that
the materials pose no unacceptable risks under current or future use scenarios, thus
allowing certification for use with no radiological restrictions.
EPA requested that the risks shown in Table 5-I of the EELA be discussed in the text
because the table indicates that there is a greater risk to a member of the public
post-remediation than during remediation.
RESPONSE: A footnote has been added to Table 5-1 to explam that the risks during the
action may be estimated to be lower than the r&s after cleanup because of the short
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duration of cleanup activities (approximately 3 to 4 years) compared to a 30-year
residency period and other differences m exposure conditions.
EPA requested that the discussion of administrative feasibility include a discussion of
potential impacts relative to access agreements and the use of MISS as a staging area,
EPA also requested that the discussion of technical feasibility include methods to be used
to protect existing structures during remediation.

RESPONSE: Prior to conducting removal actions DOE will secure access agreements
with each owner of affected properties, defining DOE’s responsibilities and liabilities
with regard to the cleanup. If accessagreementscannot be obtained, legal measuresfor
property accessmay be imtiated.
Regarding the technical feasibrlity of protecting existing structures, use of standard
construction practices durmg removal actions will ensure that existing features on a
property will not be unnecessarily disturbed. Various underpinning and shoring
techniques will be used when necessarybeneath and around existing structures and m
open excavations to mamtam the Integrity of existing structures.
Becauseof the number of comments received, the issue of use of MISS as a staging area
IS addressedas a separatecategory under Section 3.5.
3.3

Comments on Cleanup Criteria

Several cornmentors expressed concerns regarding the proposed cleanup criteria for the
Maywood site. ATSDR questioned the use of a 100 pCi/g uranium cleanup guideline. RU?MA
objected to the proposed cleanup guideline of 5 pCi/g for radium and thorium in residential
soils, calling for more stringent requirements and compliance with New Jersey State Law S-l 070.
NJDEP also called for additional soil cover, and stated that S-1070 (otherwise known as the
Industrial Sites Recovery Act, or ISRA) should be an Applicable or Relevant and Appropriate
Requirement (ARM) for the site. RUM4 objected to the method utilized to establish background
radiation levels for the site, and questioned the adequacy of the monitoring and characterization
work conducted at the site. Another commentor requested that a concise, clear cleanup policy
be agreed to by EPA, NJDEP, and DOE.

The issue of cleanup criteria is important for the cleanup of the properties
that comprise the Maywood site. Because of the wide range of issues expressed by the
commentors on this topic, DOE’s response to this key subJect area has been broken mto the
following subheadmgs:

DOE RESPONSE:

.

.
.
.

Protectiveness of Cleanup Criteria
Consistency with NJDEP Guidelines
Adequacy of Existmg Data
Need for Clear Policy between EPA, DOE, and NJDEP
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3.3.1

Protectiveness of Cleanup Criteria

Cornmentors expressed concern regarding the protectiveness of the cleanup criteria proposedfor
the remediation. ATSDR questioned the lOOpCi/g Uranium guideline for cleanup, referring to
Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s use of a 35 pCi/g maximum limit for residual depleted
uranium. RWMA objected to the 5 pCi/g radium and thorium cleanup criterion agreed to by
EPA and DOE, and called for a “health-based” standard.
DOE RESPONSE: All of the cleanup crtteria for the Maywood site are risk- (or “health-“)
based; they were established based on actual and predicted future site conditions, and they fall
within EPA’s range of acceptability for risk. To establish the 5 pCi/g limit, DOE and EPA took
the type and distribution of contamination at the various properties into account, as well as
plausible current and future uses of the different contaminated properties. Safe levels were then
determined by modeling reasonable exposures under these conditions. The cleanup criteria were
then established at the levels determined safe by EPA.
For total uranium, the site-specifm criteria limit residual concentrations in soil to less than
100 pCi/g. The maximum radiation dose estimated to result from this residual concentration is
approximately 7 mrem per year. Under future conditions, where a resident obtains all water
from an on-site well and produces most food, mcluding livestock, from a backyard garden and
farm, the predicted exposure is 11 mrem per year. Both of these doses are well below all
applicable radiation protection requirements of DOE, NRC, and EPA. Additionally, since the
distribution of uranium and thorium in soil tends to be similar to that of thorium (i.e.,
uranium-238 IS generally co-located with thorium-232 and at similar or lower concentrations),
the removal of thorium to concentrations below 5 pa/g is anticipated to result in removal of
total uranium to levels well below 100 pa/g.
Characterization results show a maxmmm
uramum-238 concentration of 37.4 pCl/g on the residential vicmtty properties.
3.3.2

Consistency with NJDEP Guidelines

Comments were expressed questioning the consrstency of the cleanup guidelines with New Jersey
State Law S-1070, and its applicability as a requirement for the site.
DOE RESPONSE: DOE does not consider the New Jersey Industrial Sites Recovery Act (ISRA)
(New Jersey P.L. 1993, Chapter 139, S-1070) as an applicable or relevant and appropriate
requirement (ARAR) in the determination of cleanup standards for radionuclides at the Maywood
site. This law as written applies only to property transfers of certain types of businesses that
are identified by specific Standard Industrial Code (SIC) numbers. No property transfers are
a part of the proposed action, and neither current nor past activities at the Maywood site fall
wnhin the classification of busmesses to which this law applies.
ISRA requires the state to develop regulations that include specific residential and non-residential
cleanup levels for individual contaminants that meet the criteria set forth in the law. However,
the State of New Jersey has not yet promulgated these regulations. If specific cleanup standards
are officmlly adopted by the state under ISRA, then these standards will apply to all remedial
programs admmistered by the State. Once these standards are in place, IX.4 would be eligible
for consideration as an ARAR. At this time, soil cleanup standards are still under development
by the state; therefore, the state does not have any legally promulgated standards to apply to the
FuSO85P/O91594
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rite. However, EPA and DOE are involved in ongoing discussionswith the State of New Jersey
regarding cleanup criteria and associatedrequirements. DOE is hopeful that all three agencies
can soon come to an agreement on the criteria to be utilized for the site.
3.3.3 Adequacy of Existing Data
RWM4 objected to the method utilized to establish background radiation levels used in the
Baseline Risk Assessment for the site, and questioned the adequacy of the monitoring and
characterization work conducted at the site. Particular concerns were highlighted regarding the
lack of thoron measurements in air, radium-228 measurements in groundwater, and chemical
characterization of the vicinity properties.

RESPONSE: Background Issues: Analysis of background samples will be mcluded in the
proposed removal actions. These analyses will be sufficiently sensitive to measure actual
concentrations of uranium-238, radium-226, and thorium-232 in the soils. These actual
measured results (not calculated minimum detectable actlvlties ) will be used during remedial
action for comparison of post-remedial action results to soil cleanup criteria.
Thoron Issues: DOE hasutilized severalmethods to characterize thoron contributions to potential
worker and residential doses. These have included direct measurementof thoron in air using
alpha track detectors and charcoal cartridge systems, and use of the RESRAD computer model
to predict thoron concentrations (and potential doses) based on soil concentrations of
thorium-232. While direct measurement of thoron is difficult, and current measurement
techmques are being refined, the combination of approaches utdized at the Maywood site
provides high confidence that potential doses from this pathway are negligible in comparison to
other potential exposure pathways.
Groundwater Issues: DOE has historically analyzed for Ra-228 in groundwater at the Maywood

Interun Storage Site as a part of its envIronmental surveillance program. Although some of the
groundwater concentrationsmeasuredat MISS are above the EPA drinking water standards, the
SDWA guidelines do not apply becausethe water is not classified by the state, nor used as a
drmkmg water source. In addition, groundwater is not an issue at the PhaseI vicinity properties.
Chemzcal Issues: DOE is responsible for rachologicalcontamination, chemmal contamination that

1s commingled with the radiological constituents present, and chemicals originating as part of
the processing activities at the Maywood site. DOE believes that sufficient information
necessary to complete the Phase I decision-making process regarding both radiological and
chemical contamination of v~mity properties has been collected. This information has been
presented in the Remedial Investigation of the Maywood Site and a subsequent 1995
characterization effort. Based on the mformation presented in these reports, contamination
boundaries have been establishedand conclusions can be confidently drawn that chenucals have
not migrated from MISS to vicimty properties in concentrations capable of producing
unacceptablerisks. The chemicals which are present on the residential properties are associated
with areas of radiological contamination and will be cleaned up when the rachologically
contaminated soils are removed. Verification sampling will also be completed followmg the
excavation activities to ensure that no contamination remams above cleanup criteria.
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3.3.4 Need for Concise Policy between EPA, DOE, and NJDEP on Cleanup Criteria
One commentor requested a concise policy be implemented for the cleanup levels and assurance
that a 5 pCi/g or better standard will be adhered to, calling for coordination with the EPA and
NJDEP.
RESPONSE: DOE and EPA have reached clear agreement on the cleanup polrcy to be utilized
at the Maywood site. EPA and DOE have held several meetings with NJDEP personnel in an
attempt to reach resolution with the state, but to date, this is still an outstanding Issue. One
reason rt has been difficult to reach consensus on the cleanup criteria to be applied to the site
is that the state has changed its position regarding what constttutes a safe cleanup level. DOE
has a number of communications from the state statmg, that 5 pa/g is safe for use wrth no
radiologmal restnctrons, while more recent communications present additional requirements.
While New Jersey State Law S-1070 is often referenced as the source for these changing cleanup
levels, no prescribed levels for radioactive contaminants are contained in S-1070, and the
implementing regulations have not been adopted.
Another reason the three agencies have not reached consensus is that DOE believes the state’s
current request places unnecessary restrictrons on the affected property owners. The state is
currently calling for a “health-based” standard of 4 to 5 pCi/g with one to two feet of clean
cover and limitations on new construction, so11 excavation, or changes in land use for the
“cleaned” residentud properties. DOE and EPA feel these requuements are not warranted, and
place an unfair burden on the property owners. DOE is committed to work with the State of
New Jersey to resolve this issue.
3.4 Agreement with DOE’s Proposed Approach
Several commentors, particularly propeny owners directly eected by the proposed removal
action at vicinity properties, voiced their agreement with and support of the action as a means
to maintam progress on cleanup of the overall site.
RESPONSE: DOE has been working closely with affected property owners to help ensure that
they understand the details of work planned at their property, that the disruptions to their dally
lives resulting from the cleanup are minimal, and that the interactions with agency
representatives are positive and productive. One-on-one “kitchen table” meetings with owners
of the first five properties to be addressed were held m August. Because it will take several
years to complete this cleanup, similar meetings will be held with affected property owners as
DOE prepares to mitiate actions at each property. DOE appreciates the cooperation and sincere
efforts by property owners to help expedite cleanup of their properties.
3.5 Comments Regarding Staging at MISS
Several commentors expressed concern regarding DOE’s plan to use the Maywood Interim
Storage Site (MISS) as a staging area for soils excavated in nearby boroughs before the material
is shipped out-of-state for permanent disposal. In several cases, the commentors supported the
use of MISS as a sot1 loading site as long as their concerns, such as the amount of soil to be
staged at the site, were allayed through appropriate DOE action.
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RESPONSE: DOE has worked closely with the Maywood officials and has reached consensus
with the Borough of Maywood to use MISS as a stagmg area for the excavated soils. DOE has

agreed to directly load soils onto rail cars, whenever possible, and that no more than 1,000 cubic
yards of soil excavated during thesevrcinity property cleanupswill remain at MISS at any one
time. If a point is reachedwhere 1,000 cubic yards of excavatedsoil is at the MISS loading area
and rail cars are unavailable for reasonsbeyond DOE’s control, no more soil will be transported
to the MISS staging area until rail cars are delivered and loading and shipping has resumed.
Furthermore, DOE has agreed that all of the soil generatedduring this cleanup will be shipped
by the end of each construction season. While some local officials have requested that no soil
be stored at MISS for more than 48 hours, DOE is not able to commit to this because of
potential rail car availability constramts. The Borough has requestedand received from DOE the
details of how and when the property will be used, transportation plans, and a commitment to
remove the soils as quickiy as possible. It 1sbelieved that, for the most part, soils will not
remain at the site for more than 48 hours.
3.6 Comments Regarding Community Participation

in the Planning Process

Two commentors suggested that DOE provide to the T&Borough and County Thorium Coalition
detailed plans of the phased approach for remedial action at the Maywood site. One commentor
expressed a desire that DOE take every possible avenue to educate the public on how the
removal action ~‘11 impact their lives.

RESPONSE: The EE/CA references a “phased approach” which pertains to the logical
groupings of properties for cleanupin a sequentialmanner. Project representativesmet with and
received input from the Tri-Borough and County Thorium Coalition prior to fiiizing
the
planned cleanup sequence. Thesedecisions were basedon several engmeering and geographical
considerations, as well as community input. This approach ensures that once a property is
cleaned up, recontamination due to features such as surface drainage patterns will not be a
problem.
DOE is striving to maintain an open dialogue with the community and the Coalition regarding
all plans for the upcoming work and has no reservations about sharing further information, such
as the detailed work plans/instructrons, the remedial action implementation plan, or site safety
and health plans, at the Coalmon’s request. As noted in Section 3.4 of this Responsiveness
Summary, DOE plans to conduct one-on-onemeeting with the owners of the affected properties
prior to implementing removal actions to addressany specific concerns or issues. In addition,
active communications with all interested parties will continue, through meetings, public
workshops, open houses, and informatron sessions.
3.7 Comments Regarding the Removal Action Process
Several commentors questioned the actual process that the removal action will take, particularly
with regard to confirmatory sampling and the schedule for follow-up surveys and reports.
ATSDR requested that confirmatory sampling specifically include uranium. EPA requested that
DOE demonstrate compliance wirh 40 CFR 61 through use of EPA-approved modeling, and
stated that actions taken by DOE may require submittal of an application to construct or modtfi
as stipulated in 40 CFR 61 Subpart H.
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RFSPONSE: 40 CFR 61 refers to radionuclide air standardswhich hmrt dose to the general
public to less than 10 mrem/year from this pathway. DOE has plannedon and will demonstrate
compliance wrth 40 CFR 61 by performing modelmg and momtoring before and durmg the
removal action.
DOE’s subcontractors conduct surveys and sampling after completing the required excavation.
A walkover gamma radiation survey of the excavatton is performed to identify any areas
exceeding crnerra. If any areas are present above criteria, the excavation is repeated and
another gamma survey is then performed. Following the gamma survey, exposure rate
measurementsare taken in each remediated area. When all areas appear to meet crneria, soil
samples are collected from within the excavation and analyzed. This confirmatory sampling will
mclude sampling specifically for thorium-232, radium-226, and uranium-238.
After DOE’s subcontractor determines that the removal action has successfully been
Implemented, the property is releasedto DOE’s independentverification contractor (NC). The
IVC then reviews the data, shares samples with the removal subcontractor (split samples) to
confirm the results, and collects then own samples to verify that the implemented action meets
the established criteria.
A Post-Remedial Action Report (PRAR) summarrzes the post-removal action samplmg and
survey data. This report 1snormally issued several months after the completion of excavation
activities at the site. The IVC prepares an Independent Verification Report summarlzhrg the
verrfrcation data. This report is also normally issued several months after the completion of
excavation activities. After these reports are completed, a Certzificntion Docket is published
which is the final certification that the property meetsall applicable criteria. Upon receiving final
certification, no addittonal follow-up surveys are performed.
3.8 Comments Regarding the Cost of Alternatives
R’CMMAcommented that DOE’s cost estimate for the no-action alternative is misleading. RN444
disagrees with stating that there are no direct costs associated with no action, and argues that
‘no action” is really a delay of the action alternative, therefore, the no action costs should be
based on the cost of action, adjustedfor inflation over the course of the delay. RWMX also states
that DOE never factors in the administrative cost of DOE’s continuedpresence in Maywood, nor
does DOE account for the economtc costs associated with the health impacts of no action.

DOE calculates the cost of alternatives basedon CERCLA guidance. CERCLA
statesthat the no-action alternative may include some type of environmental monitoring, but that
actions taken to reduce the potential for exposure (e.g. site fencing, deedrestrictions) should not
be included as a component of the no-action alternative. Since no momtoring is currently
conducted at the residential properties, the cost of the no-actron alternatrve is essentrally zero
for these properties. DOE does factor in administrative costs mto their cost estimates, as
representedby the Program Support line item in the estimate presented in the EE/CA. No
administrative costs are factored mto the no-action alternative, becauseDOE would not maintain
a presencein Maywood if the no action alternative were implemented. CERCLA cost estimating
procedures state that cost estimates.should encompass direct and indirect capital costs and
operation and maintenance costs for a proposed action, however, CERCLA does not attempt to
account for economic costs associatedwith potential health impacts within the cost evaluation.
RESPONSE:
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It should be noted that although a no-action alternative was evaluated,the chosenremoval actlon
for the Phase I properties is excavation with commercial disposal.
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